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The Quality System Approach
NCCLS subscribes to a quality system approach in the development of standards and guidelines, which facilitates
project management; defines a document structure via a template; and provides a process to identify needed
documents through a gap analysis. The approach is based on the model presented in the most current edition of
NCCLS document HS1—A Quality System Model for Health Care. The quality system approach applies a core set
of “quality system essentials (QSEs),” basic to any organization, to all operations in any healthcare service’s path of
workflow. The QSEs provide the framework for delivery of any type of product or service, serving as a manager’s
guide. The quality system essentials (QSEs) are:
Documents & Records
Organization
Personnel

Equipment
Purchasing & Inventory
Process Control

Information Management
Occurrence Management
Assessment

Process Improvement
Service & Satisfaction
Facilities & Safety

X

Adapted from NCCLS document HS1— A Quality System Model for Health Care.
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Foreword
Many in vitro diagnostic instruments and specimen processing devices in the hospital laboratory are now
computer controlled and actuated. Instrument manufacturers design and develop the embedded software
that provides the functionality for these systems. The computer software presents an “interface” to the
user that can make operation of the instrument a reasonable task to learn and perform.
In addition to other computerized information management systems, laboratorians in the modern clinical
laboratory use a host of different computer controlled instruments, each with its own (sometimes unique)
user interface. This multitude of different user interfaces affects learning, training, productivity, and
potentially patient outcomes in the laboratory. Part I (Sections 3 through 10) provides guidelines for the
design of software user interfaces that offer developers a common, consistent design direction for
laboratory device applications.
Whether they purchase software from third-party vendors or develop the software themselves, laboratory
personnel are responsible for the validation of this software. Part II (Sections 11 through 14) contains
recommendations for preparation and execution of validation plans for software packages.

Key Words
Data management systems, laboratory instrumentation, process control, software design, software
validation, user interface
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Laboratory Instruments and Data Management Systems: Design of Software
User Interfaces and End-User Software Systems Validation, Operation, and
Monitoring; Approved Guideline—Second Edition
1

Scope

The scope of this document is limited to issues that affect ease of learning and the ease of use of software
user interfaces. Although there is a need to improve the hardware interface between operators and
instruments (e.g., keyboard, mouse, touch screen, printer, reports, voice, and light pens used when adding
or removing patient samples, reagents, and waste), these topics are not within the scope of this guideline.
GP19-A2 is not intended as a tool to be used in the selection, recommendation, or judgment of the
suitability of specific input/output technologies, since these may change rapidly. Since it is described
elsewhere,1,2 the transfer of electronic information between information and/or automation systems (such
as between a laboratory information system or laboratory automation system software and an instrument)
is not the subject of this document.
This document identifies the most important factors that designers and laboratory managers should
consider during the development of a new software-actuated system and when selecting a software user
interface intended to improve the ease of learning and use within the clinical laboratory. Without
attempting to provide a comprehensive or exhaustive discussion of software user interfaces or trying to
define an identical appearance for user interfaces by describing a single, detailed design solution, this
document addresses some common design elements. This discussion is intended to encourage
manufacturers of laboratory instruments and specimen handling devices to develop more uniform
software user interfaces within their product lines.
The primary focus of this document is the software user interface within the centralized laboratory
environment. The guidelines presented in this document are not directly constructed for point-of-care,
physician-office, or over-the-counter devices, although many of the principles discussed apply to these
devices as well. The primary focus of this document is software user interfaces on instruments, although
the guidelines also apply to interfaces on laboratory systems and other associated information systems
used in the laboratory.
These design guidelines and examples are not, however, universally applicable to all laboratory systems.
Implementation of a specific design depends on the size, complexity, and cost of a device, as justified by
its intended use.
This document provides some simple rules to help laboratory personnel prepare validation protocols that
fulfill the laboratory's obligation to test and verify the functionality and dependability of its software. This
document does not advocate relieving software developers of their duty to validate the software products
that they develop; GP19 offers assistance to the purchaser when no other means of validation is available.
Developers should refer to sources such as IEEE sources for specific guidelines for software system
validation.3,4
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Introduction

This document provides guidelines for the design of software user interfaces (also referred to as “humancomputer interaction”) that focus on two related areas. First, it identifies elements of a user interface that
are most likely to facilitate ease of learning and use. Second, it provides some direction as to
commonalities in “look and feel” that further the development of an easier-to-use software interface, as
well as improve its design. The subcommittee believes that GP19-A2 will initiate a dialogue between
users (e.g., laboratorians) and developers of software. This dialogue is intended to bring laboratorians
and manufacturers closer to an agreement as to what elements should be consistent among software user
interfaces if the goals of ease of learning and use are to be accomplished.
In the modern clinical laboratory, it is necessary for clinical laboratory personnel to learn and use various
user interfaces for many computer-actuated devices, including clinical instruments and laboratory
information systems. The user interfaces of computer-driven devices help to manage the workflow of
laboratory personnel; for this reason, they have a major effect on productivity and the effectiveness of
laboratory processes. Because these interfaces have such an effect on productivity, it is important to
ensure that they are easy to learn and use. This is especially true at a time when laboratorians are
frequently asked to perform more tasks, as well as new tasks (e.g., CLIA compliance), with fewer or less
highly skilled staff members.
In concept, “easy-to-learn” and “easy-to-use” software user interfaces have the potential to improve
laboratory productivity. The reality is that user software interfaces are often difficult to learn and use.
First, software user interfaces are different from one manufacturer to another; frequently, they are also
different from one product to another from the same manufacturer. This makes it difficult for technicians
to learn one interface and apply that learning to another interface. Second, many interfaces are difficult to
use, because current knowledge in software user interface design is not applied during the development of
the products. Furthermore, many products are not tested by their designers for ease of learning and use.
This document will help designers of computer-actuated diagnostic instrument systems identify those
areas of a software user interface where commonalties in design, rather than product differentiation, can
provide the greatest benefit to the laboratorians. GP19-A2 also provides guidelines for purchasers of
computer-actuated diagnostic instrument systems that establish common benchmarks by which to judge
the suitability of a potential acquisition; these guidelines move laboratorians closer to an important goal—
a decrease in the total cost of laboratory operations.
GP19-A2 also offers help to laboratorians in the preparation and execution of end-user validation plans
for software developed to collect, interpret, or report laboratory, patient, or quality control information
from various sources, including:
•

software purchased from vendors;

•

custom software commissioned by the laboratory; and

•

applications constructed in-house.

There was some discussion about splitting this document into two independent guidelines, because the
audience for each part was different: product software designers for Part 1 and end users for Part 2.
While there is some logic to that approach, it was felt that the two sections should be kept in one
document to promote active discussion and interaction between both target audiences and to maximize the
acceptance and utility of any software interface to laboratorians.
Software validation is a requirement of laboratories before it can be implemented, and user interface
designers must understand the laboratory's need for effective, easy-to-use and easy-to-validate software
2
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interfaces. It is equally important that users understand the elements that the designers must consider in
creating a user interface. In addition, because of the importance of updating this guideline in a timely
way, splitting the document would have resulted in a delay in issuing both documents with little benefit to
either constituency. Therefore, GP19-A2 remains as an intact guideline.

Part I: Design of User Interfaces
3

Overview

Part I addresses the key factors that affect the ease of use of a software user interface, provides guidelines
for designers, and provides guidelines for evaluating the functionality of the user interfaces.

3.1

Scope

Sections 3 through 10 address the design and evaluation of software user interfaces for clinical laboratory
systems, data management systems, laboratory automation systems, and specimen handling devices.

3.2

Intended Audience

Developers of software user interfaces for laboratory instruments, data management systems, laboratory
automation systems, and specimen handling devices should follow these guidelines. These guidelines can
be used by clinical laboratory personnel to evaluate the ease of use of software user interfaces.
To facilitate an understanding of design concepts, developers of user interfaces should read the definition,
discussion, and design guideline sections, and then consider the guidelines during the development of
their products.
To facilitate an understanding of design concepts and to learn how to evaluate user interfaces, clinical
laboratory personnel should read the definition, discussion, and design guideline sections.

3.3

Design and Evaluation Process

A process to ensure that the design results in an effective and easy-to-operate user interface is the
usability assessment.5
Designers should perform usability assessments throughout a product development cycle. Clinical
laboratory personnel may perform usability assessments during their evaluation of the product prior to
purchase.
The suggested process for performing a usability assessment is as follows:
(1)

Define the target audience taking into account the demographic composure. Select the types of
users who should access the user interface (e.g., novices, experts, daily users, and infrequent
users).

(2)

Determine which tasks should be evaluated. Include frequent and infrequent tasks, as well as
critical and noncritical tasks.

(3)

Develop a standard method, such as a survey, to obtain consistent feedback and comments from
prospective users. Consider video taping the usability evaluation sessions.

An NCCLS global consensus guideline ©NCCLS. All rights reserved.
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(4)

To determine pass-fail criteria, enumerate the goals and performance objectives for each task.
One way to do this is by comparing the new design to an existing design.

(5)

Perform the usability evaluations with the selected participants.

(6)

Evaluate the results and address all usability issues that are identified.

The actual usability evaluation includes the following steps:
(1)

Introduce yourself and describe the purpose of the evaluation.

(2)

Inform participants that the assessment may be stopped at any time if they feel uncomfortable.

(3)

Ask participants to “think out loud,” i.e., verbalize their thoughts as they perform tasks.

(4)

Provide the participants with any important information about the equipment.

(5)

Ask the participants if they have any questions, and inform them that help will not be available
during the evaluation.

(6)

Instruct the participants to perform each task. During the performance of each task, observe the
participants. Document errors and constructive comments made by the participants. Determine
how long it takes to perform each task (if speed is important).

(7)

At the end of the evaluation, ask participants to clarify their comments, and obtain their overall
impressions.

(8)

Compile and evaluate the results from all of the participants.

(9)

Use the results.

4

Task Automation

4.1

Definition: What is Task Automation?

For each task a user performs, task automation defines what part of the task the system performs and what
part the user performs. Effective task automation recognizes the strengths and weaknesses of both the user
and the system and balances the design to take advantage of each.

4.2

Discussion

For a system to effectively automate tasks, it is necessary for the designer to understand the capabilities of
the user and the system, the nature of the tasks, and guidelines for task allocation.
4.2.1

Human Cognitive Capabilities

Task automation involves recognizing the capabilities of users and the system, and designing a system to
address these tasks in a way that takes advantage of both. An understanding of human cognitive
capabilities and the human information processing system is essential to this design task.
The human cognitive system involves both short- and long-term memory. Short-term memory is the
memory resource that is used for conscious thought. Short-term memory is working memory, which is
used to interpret incoming information and for solving problems. Short-term memory holds the
4
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information that a user needs to remember to move from one screen to the next when performing an
individual task.
Long-term memory is the memory resource that is permanent. Long-term memory is where all
information and skills that have been learned are stored. Long-term memory is the memory that the user
needs to remember the basic rules for operating a system.
When the user performs a task often enough to perform the same actions repeatedly, information moves
from short- to long-term memory.
The human cognitive system also includes sensory organs, analogous to input and output devices. A basic
controlling process, a pattern-recognition system, and knowledge and skills round out the human
information-processing system.
Cognitive resources, such as short- and long-term memory and information processes, are limited.
Baecker and Buxton6 describe how the human information-processing system behaves when tasks
demand more resources than are available. If additional cognitive resources would improve task
performance, tasks are considered “resource limited.” If performance cannot be improved with additional
cognitive resources, but only with improved quality or quantity of information, the task is considered
“data limited.”
4.2.2 Design Guidelines: Consider the Strengths and Limitations of Short- and Long-Term
Memory
When designing a system, consider both the strengths and the limitations of short- and long-term
memory. Following are some design guidelines to assist with this task:
4.2.2.1

Minimize Short-Term Memory Requirements Associated With Tasks

A system should minimize the short-term memory requirements associated with tasks. If short-term
memory is required, a system should decrease the total number of tasks that occur simultaneously. One
way to accomplish this is by carrying over accumulated user input from screen to screen within an
individual task. For example, if a sample identification number is entered during the task of ordering a set
of assays on a patient sample, display the sample identification number on each subsequent screen so that
the user does not have to remember which sample is being worked on. It should not be necessary to
remember the specific context of information, for example: the specimen and patient identifiers should be
associated so one identifier can be accessed through the other.
4.2.2.2

Design Screens and Tasks to Provide Reminders and Tools for the User

To circumvent the limitations of both short- and long-term memory, design screens and tasks in ways that
provide reminders and tools for the user. Avoid designs that require the user to provide his or her own
reminders and notes for performing tasks.
Whether they require the use of short- or long-term memory, provide memory aids for all tasks. Leave as
few things as possible to the memory of the user. Allow users to recognize information, not recall
information.
4.2.2.3

Minimize the Number of Screens Required to Perform a Task

While addressing quality of data and short-term memory concerns, minimize the number of screens a user
is required to navigate when performing a task. While simultaneously striving for both readability and
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information accessibility, include on each screen as much of the information as necessary that is required
for the user to perform a particular task. An example would be automatic display of previous results when
a test is verified so that the delta check is active and without technologist intervention.
4.2.2.4

Design for a Broad Range of User Experience Levels

Design for the broad range of user experience levels. Address novice users by directing them through the
task, preventing them from making mistakes, and providing landmarks and placeholders to remind them
where they are in each task. Address expert users by providing built-in short-cuts for tasks, multiple paths
for completing tasks, and the ability to develop macros for frequently performed tasks. Provide the ability
to define user profiles that allow each user to access novice or expert features automatically.
4.2.2.5

Allocate Subtasks to Users and Systems According to Strengths and Weaknesses of Both

With an understanding of user and system strengths and weaknesses, tasks can be effectively assigned to
both the user and the system. Table 1 shows the strengths and weaknesses of the human cognitive system
compared to the strengths and weaknesses of the information system.
For example, tasks that require numerous mathematical calculations are best allocated to the computer,
while tasks that require decision-making ability based on past experience are best allocated to the user.
Table 1. The Human Cognitive System Compared to a Computer

Computer Strengths

Computer Weaknesses

High-capacity memory

Limited capacity
long-term memory

Infinite long-term
memory

Limited capacity
short-term memory

Permanent memory

Limited duration and
complexity of
long-term memory

Infinite duration and
complexity of
long-term
memory

Limited duration
short-term memory

Error-free processing

Limited capacity for
learning

High capacity for
learning

Error-prone processing

Reliable long-term
memory access

Limited data
integration

Powerful attention
capacity

Unreliable long-term
memory access

Fast processing speed

Simple template
matching

Powerful pattern
recognition

Slow processing speed

4.3

User Strengths

User Weaknesses

Task Analysis

Task analysis is a critical activity in user interface design. Task analysis involves identifying each task
that a user might want to perform and breaking each task down into subtasks. Once the task is subdivided
into subtasks, the information the user needs for each subtask can be identified, the possible variations
and conditions that apply to the task can be identified, and the interface can be designed to assign
subtasks to the system or simplify the task.

6
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Allocating subtasks to the system requires knowledge of regulations and laboratory practice, as well as
knowledge of the cognitive capabilities of users and systems. Ideally, all systems would allocate as many
tasks as possible to the system and leave a few tasks that absolutely require user input to the user. The
reality within the laboratory is that some tasks, even if they are easily automated, should be performed by
users. For example, systems are able to validate results automatically, but regulations still require users to
review and accept results.
To identify other opportunities for simplifying tasks, identify tasks as either “functional” or “operational.”
Functional tasks are those associated with the content of a problem. For example, ordering a test,
requesting a printed report, and setting up preferences are all functional tasks. Operational tasks are those
associated with how the user solves the problem with the system. Operational tasks are artifacts of the
user interface. For example, pressing the buttons or making the selections required to order a test are both
operational tasks.

4.4

Design Guidelines for Task Analysis and Task Allocation

Task analysis and task allocation issues have a significant effect on the design of a user interface. Table 2
lists some design guidelines associated with task analysis and task allocation.
Table 2. Design Guidelines Associated with Task Analysis and Task Allocation
Task Type

User

System

Transportation of information

•

Transformation of information

•

Simple, accurate retrieval of
information

•

Algorithmic decision-making

•

Merging data

•

Pattern recognition

•

*

Multiattribute retrieval

•

*

Learning

•

*

Judgmental decision-making

•

Creating new information

•

* With increasing capabilities of the systems the pattern recognition, multiattribute retrieval, and learning
tasks can be allocated to the computer system, but it is still the user’s responsibility to validate these
tasks.
4.4.1

Allocate Tasks to the User and the System According to Task Type

Table 2 provides recommendations for allocating tasks to the user and the system.
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When Designing Tasks, Address Cognitive Resource Usage and Data Resource Availability

To simplify functional and operational tasks, it is necessary to understand the cognitive and data resources
required to perform each task. Table 3 outlines the process to help the user perform functional and
operational tasks.
Table 3. Cognitive and Data Resources and Their Relationship to Task Design

Functional tasks

Operational tasks

Cognitive
Resources
Minimize

Data
Resources
Maximize the quality of available
data through screen design and
organization of functionality.

Minimize through
consistency and the use
of metaphors.

4.5

Guidelines for Evaluating Task Automation in Laboratory Systems

•

Does the system provide memory aids?

•

Does the system minimize the number of screens required to perform a task, while simultaneously
addressing readability and quantity and quality of information?

•

Does the system address novice users by directing users through tasks, preventing errors, and
providing landmarks and placeholders?

•

Does the system address expert users by providing short-cuts (e.g., for repetitious keystrokes),
multiple paths to complete tasks, and macro facilities?

•

Does the system allocate tasks to the user and system appropriately?

•

Does the system perform as many tasks as possible and leave only those tasks that require user
input to the user?

5

User Control

Design the user interface to permit the user to be in control of the system at all times. The capabilities that
facilitate user control are (1) the availability of interface modes for both novice and expert users; (2) the
availability of a macro or scripting function (a short, simple program recorded or written by the user to
automate repetitious tasks); and (3) the ability of the designer to make the complexity inherent in any
program transparent to the user.
Tailoring the user interface to both novice and expert users is discussed in Section 7.2.3. The use of
techniques suitable for novices permits a person to learn a new system quickly with a minimum number
of mistakes, which helps to increase both the perception and reality of user control. However, productivity
eventually levels off after the user becomes familiar with how the program functions. A designer should
allow experts to have rapid interaction with the system using a minimum number of keystrokes or mouse
clicks; yet they should also be protected from making irreversible mistakes (such as file deletion) without
a warning.
8
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One of the most effective features for increasing user productivity and permitting maximum user control
is the presence of a macro or scripting capability. For example, some commercially available graphical
user interfaces have built-in scripting functions that should be used when possible. Improvement in
productivity comes from being able to “batch” repetitive tasks (including data input functions), as well as
hard copy of archival output functions.
Making the complexity inherent in any program transparent to the user is primarily a function of the
design philosophy used in the creation of the user interface. Do not present the user with more
information or choices than necessary at any specific point in a program. At the same time, to permit the
user to remain in control of the software, ensure that sufficient information is always immediately
available on the screen.

6
6.1

Consistency
Definition: What is Consistency?

Consistency is the regularity or continuity of design features within products and between products that
employ user interfaces. Keeping design features consistent is one essential way that a system can be made
easier to use. Inconsistency is easily discovered and is one of the things users dislike about systems.

6.2

Discussion

Consistency is a goal in relation to all aspects of a user interface. Key areas where consistency is
especially important are in task operations and interactions, language usage, and screen appearance.
Consistency in task operations and interactions is critical to ease of use and ease of learning. Users
normally look for rules and patterns within the systems that they use. Systems that are consistent allow
users to identify and internalize more rules, patterns, and a sense of organization. This promotes learning
and recall. By identifying rules and patterns, users can predict how to perform new tasks (it is intuitive). If
the system then behaves as users expect, users feel as if they have mastered the system. This sense of
mastery promotes user satisfaction. Consistency in task operations and interactions limits the number of
rules that users need to remember. Inconsistent systems require users to learn the basic rules plus every
exception to those rules.
Designing an interface that performs consistently is not enough. Design the system, as a whole, so that it
addresses individual tasks and work flow. For example, the system might define default buttons as those
associated with the most frequently performed tasks. It is not appropriate to assign the default to a button
associated with an irreversible action. Consistency is only useful if it is combined with good design
practices.
Consistency when referring to a conceptual model (i.e., a metaphor) also promotes the formation of a
consistent mental model. For example, if a system uses the conceptual model of a desktop, consistent
application of the desktop metaphor allows the user to internalize that model and thus begin to understand
how the system is organized and how it behaves.
Screen design and layout are two additional areas in which it is important to achieve consistency. If GUI
(graphical user interface) compatibility is available, it is desirable to display reports on the screen in
WYSIWYG (“What you see is what you get”) form. Consistent placement of information from screen to
screen allows users to predict where to find information without searching each new screen. Differences
between screens that do not relate to changes in behavior expected of the user distract the user from the
task of finding essential information. Make screen elements that are intended to elicit similar behavior
from the user consistent in appearance from one screen to the next.
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In addition, use color consistently to emphasize differences and similarities between screen elements.
Developers should adhere as closely as possible to the interface guidelines established by the
manufacturer of the operating system that they are using. This usage includes the adoption of appropriate
toolboxes and adherence to the guideline documents published by the manufacturer.

6.3

Design Guidelines That Promote Consistency

Consistency can be built into an interface by addressing issues of interaction, language, and screen layout.
Interaction, language, and screen layout are interrelated concepts. Therefore, the guidelines for each issue
are sometimes redundant.
6.3.1

Establish Conventions for Interactions and Apply Them Consistently

Consistency in interaction applies to various interaction styles, which include menus, forms, command
languages, function keys, and direct manipulation.
For all interaction styles, design similar operations so that they are executed in the same way throughout
the interface. Ensure that the dialogue style for different functions is consistent.
Menus enable users to navigate more quickly and locate information consistently between different
screens. Inconsistencies in menu design interfere with performance and make users feel frustrated,
because they perceive the system to be unpredictable. Establish conventions for menus (including screen
layouts) and follow them on all menu-driven screens.
Consistency in form layout and cursor behavior is critical. Place titles and fields consistently, relative to
each other. Arrange groups of fields consistently, with a consistent range of cursor movement from field
to field.
For command languages, consistency in syntax is critical to the success of the interface.
For function key interfaces, make function key assignments consistent from screen to screen, from
subsystem to subsystem, and within related products. It is important to consistently locate commonly used
functions, such as “start” or “stop.”
For direct manipulation interfaces, similarities and consistencies in icon design are important.
6.3.2

Establish Guidelines for Screen Layout and Apply Them Consistently

Consistency in screen layout includes placement, appearance, and color.
Locate common recurring information, buttons/icons, labels, or other screen elements in a consistent
manner from screen to screen.
Design screen elements that behave in a similar manner so that they have the same visual appearance.
For example, ensure that all fields that take a keyboard entry have the same basic shape and appearance,
and that they are sized appropriately relative to the expected entry.
With an awareness of the cultural and work-related meanings that color can bring to the interface, apply
color to screen elements in a consistent manner.

10
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Establish Guidelines for Language and Apply Them Consistently

Identify context-appropriate terminology that is understood by the user population, and apply it
consistently across the entire interface.
Ensure that the system behavior associated with a particular term is consistent. For example, ensure that
the “Start” button always has only one meaning and always executes the same task.
Ensure that the system messages and instructions follow consistent grammatical form and style.
6.3.4

Establish Techniques That Permit the User to Be in Control of the Software at All Times

The following points are provided as examples only:
•

Make the use of help or information messages consistent within the two modes. Use “hot” keys
for the expert mode and apply them consistently to all parts of the program.

•

Use “cue cards” or “wizard” style dialogs or other prompting techniques to guide a novice
through complex procedures or prompting techniques to guide a novice through complex
procedures.

•

Use a macro or scripting feature that is inherent to the selected operating system. If the interface
does not have a built-in script language, use a third-party scripting program. Keep the complexity
of the scripting at a level consistent with the skills of the user. Make sure that the user has the
opportunity to select a macro or script at the point in the program where it is needed and that the
user does not have to move one or more screens away to perform the selection.

•

Provide all information that the user needs to perform the functions embedded in the screen
directly on the screen. At a minimum, ensure that necessary information is no more than one
keystroke or mouse click away, followed by immediate and simple return to the main screen, for
example, by pressing the <Escape> key.

•

Provide “Undo” function – see Section 9.7.2.2 for details.

6.4

Guidelines for Evaluating Consistency in Laboratory Systems

•

Does the system use terminology, grammatical form, and style in a consistent manner with regard
to labels, instructions, and messages?

•

Are screen elements placed consistently from screen to screen?

•

Is navigation through the system consistent?

•

Are the rules of operation consistent?

•

Is color used in a consistent and meaningful way?

•

Is the conceptual model consistent?

•

Do screen elements that behave similarly look alike?
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•

Does the system have “novice” and “expert” capabilities? Are these capabilities applied
consistently throughout all parts of the program?

•

Does the system guide users through complex procedures where the novice mode is used? Can
the user remove these prompts?

•

Is a macro or scripting function available?

•

Do the screens contain excessive information or are choices presented to the user that are not
needed for the functions on the screen? If so, the perceived complexity of the user interface is
greater than necessary.

•

If information is needed to complete a task and it is not available on the screen, is it no further
than one keystroke or mouse click away? Can the user return to the main screen easily using only
a single action?

6.5

Reserved Keys

To promote consistency and to build on standards established by common software user interfaces,
common key definitions, i.e., “reserved keys,” are recommended. New useful information can be found in
the literature.7
The <F1> key (if available on the keyboard) should be reserved for contextual help in any situation.
The <Escape> key (if available on the keyboard) should be reserved for canceling the current operation
harmlessly. This could involve allowing the user to retreat from a screen.
The <Enter> key should be reserved for (a) invoking the highlighted command or the current default
command, or (b) inserting a carriage return and moving the cursor to the next line during text entry.
The <Tab> key should be reserved for (a) moving the cursor from one data entry field to the next field, or
(b) moving the cursor from one command to the next. Ensure that the <Shift><Tab> combination key
moves the cursor in the reverse direction.
The <Backspace> key should be reserved for (a) deleting the character to the left of the cursor or (b)
deleting a selection if one was made.

7

Navigation

7.1

Definition

Navigation means knowing where one is and where one can go within a given application.

7.2
7.2.1

Discussion
Ensure that Operators Can Find Needed Functions Quickly and Easily

With little training or assistance from a “help” function, an operator should be able to find needed
functions, quickly, easily, and without error.
Make the following common functions readily accessible to the operator: “help,” “system status,” “test
selections,” “data review,” “maintenance,” “reagent requirements,” and “system configuration.”
12
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Display function options on the screen so that the operator need not memorize how to access the
functions. To provide ready access, the ideal system displays as many options as necessary to the
operator. At the same time, it also has a mechanism for progressively displaying infrequently performed
functions. Progressive display of information prevents overloading the operator with too many confusing
choices. Similar principles should be applied to keyboard functions.
Example 1: Most windows applications feature a main menu bar across the top of the display. The main
menu (with pull-down submenus) allows the operator to quickly and easily access all needed functions.
The shortcut information displayed for the menu entry allows the user to learn to skip the menu selection
for the most frequently accessed functions.
7.2.2 Design the System to Give Operators the Ability to Know Where They Are Within an
Application
Design the system to give operators the ability to know where they are within an application. Ensure that
the operator is able to easily retrace the path chosen to arrive at any particular context within an
application, or that he or she is able to readily see options for accessing other functions from within the
current context.
When an operator chooses a function, it should be apparent that the function has been selected and that
the operator is currently in that function. This eliminates confusion about what the operator selected or
which item is the current focus of attention or activity.
Example 1: A typical windows application allows an operator to access and display another file while still
retaining another window on the display. The current context is always displayed “on top of” the prior
context. In this way, the operator knows where he or she came from and can easily return to the original
context.
Example 2: In graphical user interfaces, to indicate that the selected process was successful, a selected
function is highlighted.
Example 3: A “Back” button allows returning to the previous screen in case of a mistake or a changed
decision.
7.2.3

Make Navigation Tools Effective for Both Novices and Experts

Make navigation tools effective for both novices and experts. Make menus available for novices and
intermittent users who need to be reminded what functions exist and how to select the functions. Experts
however, have memorized the functions and the tasks surrounding the functions. Make timesaving short
cuts available to experts.
Example 1: Type-ahead commands or macros for experts are two effective means of improving
productivity.

7.3

Guidelines for Assessing Navigation

By no means an exhaustive list, the following guidelines for assessing navigation are but a few of the
possible approaches.
•

Are functions required for operation present and displayed in a way that is obvious to the user?

•

Are there provisions to automate repetitive functions for experts?
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•

Determine how long it takes an untrained operator to find five functions frequently performed
within the clinical laboratory. Do operators consistently make the same errors in finding the
functions?

•

Determine the amount of time required to find the five frequently performed functions. If
operators start at the lowest layer of a menu, are errors made in finding the functions?

•

What observations or complaints do operators have related to ease of use or complexity?

A system under evaluation should perform as well as, and preferably better than, the system currently
used by the laboratory.

8

Screens and Reports

8.1

Definition

The goal of defining guidelines for a user interface design is to provide users with consistent products
among specialized applications. Consequently, the end-user's training is reduced and productivity is
increased. Moreover, acceptance of the product is greater.
To reach this goal, design the product to fulfill key criteria. One key criterion is the requirement for
simple uncluttered screens and reports, which is expressed in terms of quick access to the required
information. Put the user in a position to rapidly access the data without having to decode the screen and
read line by line. This “quick-access” function also ensures that the operator is able to easily switch from
screen to screen. Users should be able to scroll through screens and reports and, if possible, edit them on
the spot.
Also key to product design is the criterion that information presented to the user complies with quality
elements, such as clarity, readability, and aesthetic appeal. That is, the information should be well
organized, consistent, and should adhere to principles of good visual design.
Make interface text clear, readable, unambiguous, and free of jargon, i.e., accessible to any user in the
domain for which the application was designed. Manage the aesthetic aspect through the use of basic
graphic design principles that pertain to spatial grouping, contrast, and three-dimensional representation.8

8.2

Discussion

If an interface is designed so that the information presented is well organized, the user will be able to
quickly access data without the risk of making mistakes.
8.2.1

Clarity and Readability

Clarity and readability can be achieved through the use of simple and realistic metaphors (e.g., the
desktop metaphor mentioned in Section 6.2.) The metaphors should be designed very carefully. For
potential “dangers” of metaphors refer to Cooper.9 So that visual elements are rapidly comprehensible,
arrange them so that functions are quickly understood and related actions are predictable. Display or
report only required (essential) information on the screen.
8.2.2

Aesthetic Appeal

To achieve aesthetic appeal, make screen design pleasant and simple. Limit the number of elements; for
example, do not clutter the screens with too many buttons or complex icons.
14
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Use symbols in a way that is not confusing to the user. Make sure that the graphic language of the
interface corresponds with the meanings attached to standard items as well as considers cultural
differences and sensitivities.
The use of color deserves special attention. It is preferable to have a large panel of available colors from
which to choose; however, do not rely on color alone to communicate essential information. For example,
consider the case of a color-blind user who would be unable to access essential information if color alone
were the only means of differentiating between essential pieces of information. Moreover, it is important
to use contrasting colors when differentiating between various types of information.
Generally, the design and behavior of an interface should meet the expectations of the user. However,
giving the user some control over specific capabilities, such as the look and the content of screens and
reports, is also recommended. This allows the user to customize the software application according to his
or her own style and individual tastes. Thus, the user can select only the information he or she needs and
is therefore not overwhelmed by unnecessary information.
To facilitate user control of screens and reports, the manufacturer should provide the user with screenconfiguration and report-formatting capabilities. As a result, the user’s requirements are fulfilled and the
interface complies with design guidelines and standards.

9
9.1

Error Handling: Recognition, Prevention, and Recovery
Definition

With regard to error handling, there are two goals to consider when designing a software user interface:
prevention and recovery. The first goal, error prevention, is the intention to minimize user error using the
design of the interface as a means. To do this, a designer should understand the different types of errors
that users might make and why they make them. Different kinds of errors can be prevented, or at least
reduced, through different design techniques. The second goal addresses the question of how to provide
easy recovery from errors when they are made (because it is, most likely, impossible to eliminate all
errors). In both cases, a context-sensitive help option can help the user accomplish tasks, while
simultaneously reducing errors (see Section 9.7.3).

9.2

Discussion

Users make three types of errors: perceptual errors, cognitive errors, and motor errors.

9.3

Perceptual Errors

Perceptual errors are caused by insufficient perceptual cues (e.g., visual, auditory, and tactile), which
result in a failure to detect important information or discriminate correctly between display objects or
types of feedback. Display objects that are visually similar can be mistaken for one another; for example,
characters that are visually similar, when presented on a low-resolution screen, might be mistaken for one
another’s character (e.g., B/8, Z/2, I/1).
Another type of perceptual error is the result of invisible modes or states. If the system can be in different
states, and similar user actions have different effects in different states, then a lack of perceivable cues
identifying states will result in “mode errors.”10
Modern word processors also often have invisible modes, such as an “insert” mode or “caps-lock” mode.
Users often forget they are in one of these modes and take actions that are inappropriate.
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Another type of perceptual error is caused by a failure to capture the user's attention. For instance,
important messages or data can be missed because they are visually indistinct from other parts of the
display. Or, instructions can be misread because they are poorly formatted.
Finally, perceptual errors include errors due to a lack of perceivable feedback. For instance, keys can be
pressed in error, or the user who presses a key can fail to perceive that fact because of a lack of auditory
or tactile feedback from the keys.

9.4

Cognitive Errors

Cognitive errors are caused by taxing the memory and problem-solving capabilities of the human mind.
For instance, some user interfaces tax recall memory. A command language with a positional syntax
requires users to remember the proper order for specifying arguments. If they remember incorrectly, they
will make an error.
Another type of cognitive error is the result of a lack of or poor mnemonic aids. For instance, arbitrary
function key assignments, such as CMD/Shift/PF1 for moving a cursor to the bottom of the file, are
difficult to remember and result in errors.
Another type of cognitive error is caused by pressure for speed. Users make more errors if they are
pressured to perform quickly.

9.5

Motor Errors

Motor errors are the result of requiring a high degree of eye-hand coordination. For instance, many
pointing devices require a certain amount of learned eye-hand coordination. If targets are too small, users
will make errors trying to hit them.
Motor errors are also the result of requiring motor skills in addition to those that require a high degree of
eye-hand coordination. For example, not all users have a high degree of typing skill. One estimate is that
30% of all errors made on interactive systems are simple typographical errors. Users low in required
motor skills make more errors.

9.6

Error Recognition

Generally, errors can occur as a result of:
•

User interaction with the system. In this case, the user is present at the computer screen,
which can be used for notification about the error condition. The aspects related to this kind
of error are discussed in the next chapters.

•

Operation/Processing of system. In this case the user is not necessarily watching the
computer screen, i.e., other means should be used for notification, e.g., visible signals
independent from the computer screen or audible signals.

The error notification should be given in an unmistakable, “attention-catching” way, e.g., showing an
oscillating indicator, from the time when a problem occurs until it has been acknowledged by the
operator. After acknowledgment, the indicator should remain solid until the problem is corrected.
The audible signals should be easily distinguishable, e.g., multitone. The frequency of the repetition
should reflect the severity of the alarm, e.g., twice per second for low and four times per second for high
severity. The user should be able to adjust the volume and turn off the sound as needed. When the sound
is turned off and it could be considered as the primary means of alerting the users (e.g., alarm), a visible
16
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notice should be shown on the screen to remind the user that the sound is off and they should NOT
depend on that feature. For details, refer to Shneiderman.11

9.7

Guidelines for Error Prevention and Recovery

Guidelines for error handling can be divided into two categories: guidelines for error prevention and
guidelines for error recovery. A designer’s first goal is to minimize the number of errors that users will
make. A second is to make recovering from errors as easy and fast as possible.
9.7.1

Guidelines for Error Prevention

Guidelines for preventing errors are specific to the different types of errors described previously, i.e.,
perceptual errors, cognitive errors, and motor errors. Understanding how these errors occur provides some
insight into how to design in order to prevent them.
9.7.1.1

Minimize Perceptual Errors

One way to minimize perceptual errors or to eliminate them is to eliminate modes. If eliminating modes
altogether is not possible, then mode errors can at least be minimized by providing salient, visible cues for
modes.
9.7.1.2

Minimize Cognitive Errors

To minimize cognitive errors, several methods exist. Maximizing recognition versus recall tasks reduces
errors because recognition memory is less error prone than recall memory.10 Thus, for example, menus are
less prone to cognitive errors than command languages. Providing mnemonic aids improves both recall
and recognition memory. Building consistency, rules, and patterns into the interface reduces the learning
burden and thus reduces errors. Providing context and status information to orient users prevents errors
caused by misunderstanding the current context or status. Minimizing the mental calculations and
transformations required of users reduces the errors associated with these processes in humans.
9.7.1.3

Minimize Motor Errors

Minimizing the need for high skill levels minimizes motor errors. Errors brought about by awkward
motor movements are reduced by careful key placement, designing for the use of alternate hands for
common key sequences, and minimizing the use of <Shift>, command, and other qualifier keys. Home
row indicators help reduce errors caused by misaligning the fingers before typing.
Large targets and clear visual feedback reduce errors due to poor eye-hand coordination. For example,
tabbing from icon to icon from the keyboard is less error prone than selecting icons with a mouse,
especially if the icons are small. Tabbing requires no eye-hand coordination, while pointing with a mouse
does.8
Minimizing the need for typing (e.g., menu selection rather than “fill-in,” automatic command
completion) reduces errors associated with the user’s level of typing skill.
9.7.1.4

Test and Monitor for Errors and “Engineer” Them Out

If one tests and monitors for errors during the initial design process, it is possible to “engineer” them out.
Careful consideration by a designer of the guidelines given here will facilitate the minimization of user
errors associated with any system he or she designs.
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Guidelines for Error Recovery

A good user interface provides fast and easy error recovery.
9.7.2.1

Provide the Appropriate Type of System Response to a User Error

Lewis and Norman12 define six different types of possible system responses to a user error.
(1)

Gag: Prevent the user from continuing; for example, lock the keyboard until the user takes some
specific, required action.

(2)

Warn: Note the occurrence of a potentially dangerous situation, but leave it to the user to decide
how to respond.

(3)

Do nothing: Simply do not respond to an erroneous user action; for example, do not change the
attributes of an object to which the user has assigned an invalid attribute.

(4)

Self-correct: Infer the intentions of the user and take appropriate action even if the action is not
correctly specified; for instance, assume that the user means 2002 if the user types 2oo2 in the
year field.

(5)

“Let's talk about it”: Initiate a dialogue with the user to clear up the problem.

(6)

“Teach me”: Query users to determine their intentions, and thereafter accept their previous action
as legitimate; for example, accept “Exit” as a synonym for “Quit.”

Lewis and Norman12 point out that these various responses are appropriate in different circumstances.
For instance, the "do-nothing" response is appropriate within a graphic, direct manipulation interface
where the current state is always visually clear to the user and error messages simply add unnecessary
clutter and interaction to the interface. However, the “do-nothing” response is not helpful in a commandlanguage environment where there are fewer cues available to ascertain the current state of the system.
The “self-correct” approach can be extremely useful in handling simple typographical errors. However,
in situations where users’ intentions are more ambiguous, it can cause problems. Using the “self-correct”
approach, the system might make erroneous assumptions about what the user really intended; this simply
creates additional errors that could be more difficult to diagnose and from which it could be more difficult
to recover.
The “gag” approach is appropriate for preventing serious user mistakes; however, it could be viewed as
an unfriendly, “brute-strength” approach when consequences are less serious and a simple, friendly
warning would do. It also tends to discourage learning through experimentation.
9.7.2.2

Provide an “Undo” Function

Often, even the simplest “undo” function is quite valuable to the user. Most systems that provide an
“undo” function do so through a single keystroke or menu option. Most provide only for “undoing” the
last operation, although some provide more levels of “undo.” Even the ability to “undo” only the last
operation can be valuable, if, for instance, that operation was deleting a 300-word passage in a document
or throwing away a large file.
9.7.2.3

Provide a “Cancel” Function for Operations in Progress

Another method that is useful in error recovery is to provide a “cancel” function for operations in
progress. Some operations take a long time to complete. An example is printing a large document. A
18
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user might initiate these operations in error or simply change his or her mind after starting one.
Therefore, a “cancel” function is often a useful option.
9.7.2.4

Require Confirmation for Commands With Irreversible Consequences

Even if an “undo” function is available, require the user to confirm a command if it has irreversible
consequences. For instance, if a user asks to erase a diskette, reformat a hard disk, or rename a file to a
name already taken by another file, ask the user to confirm this request. This can be accomplished using a
message such as “Do you really wish to reformat the hard disk? ALL FILES WILL BE ERASED!” It is
also important to make confirmation messages explicit. A message such as “Are you sure?” is too vague
to effectively warn the user. Then, to complete the action, require the user to perform an additional
operation, such as a keystroke or menu pick.
9.7.2.5

Conduct Error Checking in Context but Without Interrupting Work Flow

When, for example, the fields on a fill-in form are interdependent, it makes sense to check for input errors
on a field-by-field basis, as the user leaves each field. Using this example, the validity of the dollar
amounts a user enters in one field depend on the dates he or she entered in an earlier field, which in turn
depend on the dates entered in an even earlier field. If the initial status information is entered incorrectly,
the validity of the dates and dollar amounts is ultimately affected. However, if the user does not discover
that the initial status information was entered incorrectly until all three fields are filled in, then the user
will have to re-enter information in all of the fields. If, however, error checking is initiated immediately
after the user enters the initial status information, the likelihood that the user will make errors in the
subsequent dates and dollars fields is reduced.
Often however, users who possess expert data entry and typing skills do not want to be interrupted by
error checking as they work. This slows them down, and they reason that it is probably more efficient for
them to work quickly, make errors, and then request error checking for all the information at once. Thus,
frequency of error checking depends partly on the task and partly on user preference.
Generally, error checking can be categorized as follows:

•
•
•
9.7.2.6

“On entry”: convert, suppress, beep.
“On field leave”: e.g., date format entry.
“On save”: check the whole context.
Return the Cursor to the Field Where an Error Is Located and Highlight the Position of the Error

Do not require the user to interpret error messages, such as “error in date field,” and then search for and
return the cursor to the field where the error is located. Design the software program to return the cursor
to the field where an error is located, highlight (e.g., with bold, reverse video, or color) the position of the
error, and then move to additional positions as additional errors, if any, are located, highlighted, and
corrected.
9.7.2.7

Allow Editing of Error Fields

Allow the user to edit error fields. Do not require a user to re-enter fill-in fields, fill-in forms, or command
strings in their entirety when only one part of one field or one part of a command string is in error. Allow
the user to delete and insert on a character-by-character basis and then resubmit forms and command
strings.
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Provide an Intelligent Means for Error Checking and Recovery

An intelligent interface might, like an intelligent human being, make an intelligent guess at what a user
meant when an error was made. For instance, a command language might guess at the intended meaning
of a misspelled command and give a message such as “DELATE: Do you mean DELETE? Y or N,”
rather than a message such as “Invalid command.” Not only is the first error message more informative
than the last, but also it provides a faster means of recovery from the error.
9.7.3

Context-Sensitive Help

Make more detailed error assistance available through context-sensitive help. Even when error reporting
is well designed, some users might need more detailed information than can, or should, fit onto the
display where an error occurs. A single keystroke or menu option can provide this detailed information
within the error field in which the cursor is currently contained. Help can be presented in “Tool tips,”
“What’s this?”, pop-up boxes, windows, separate screens or as “on-line” (Internet) help. The proper
mechanism should be chosen for the related context. Also, make it easy to return from the “help” display
to the field that contains the error.
Context-sensitive help can help users learn how to use a computer software system more effectively. An
effective feature for system designers to consider using is one that includes separate “levels” of help
geared toward novice or expert users.
To ensure its value to the user, make context-sensitive help relevant to the task at hand. Provide general
information that gives the user sufficient background information to make intelligent decisions about the
system that he or she is using.
Provide specific information about all significant elements of the display that are not intuitively obvious
to all users. If reference is made to a menu, describe all of the entries on the menu. If reference is made
to a data entry screen, describe each field in which data is to be entered. Also, describe the effects of all
of the commands that can be used from within that screen. Include descriptions of possible side effects
and a discussion of implications to operation of the system as a whole if certain choices are made.
9.7.4

Design Error Messages to Facilitate Error Recovery

As suggested in the study by Shneiderman,13 the quality of error messages can affect error recovery.
Table 4A below lists several guidelines for designing error messages; Table 4B addresses these guidelines
for designing error messages in greater detail.
Table 4A. Guidelines for Designing Error Messages
•

Be descriptive but concise.

•

Avoid using exclamation points.

•

Do not mislead.

•

Avoid using violent and hostile words.

•

Be prescriptive.

•

Use a consistent grammatical style.

•

Design detail according to user
knowledge and experience.

•

Use a consistent grammatical style.

•

Take the blame.

•

Do not anthropomorphize.
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Table 4B. Guidelines for Designing Error Messages
Original

Improved

Comments
The original message is vague; however, the improved message provides more
specific information to aid error recovery. Note that there are no more words in the
improved message; it is just as concise but more descriptive.

Filing error

Disk full

File not found

Missing filename
extension

If the error is failure to specify a file extension in a file name, then the original
message is misleading. Consequently, the user might assume that a file was deleted
or moved to a different directory, when in fact it still exists.

Disk full

Disk full. Use
“Save As”
command to save
to another disk.

The original message is descriptive but not prescriptive. That is, it tells the user
what is wrong but not what to do about it. The improved message helps the user
determine how to recover from the error.

Error in
DILUTION field

Error:
DILUTION
FIELD range is 4
to 16. No leading
zeros.

For users low in semantic and syntactic knowledge, the original message is too
vague. These users need the additional semantic information (“range is 4 to 16”)
and syntactic prompting (“no leading zeros”) provided in the improved message.
Users high in semantic or syntactic knowledge do not need one or both of these
types of information. Design error messages to match user's knowledge and
experience.

Bad input

Unrecognizable
command

The original message implies that the user has made an error. The improved
message implies that the computer is at fault. The improved message is less
intimidating to novices and less offensive to the user in general.

Unrecognizable
command!!!

Unrecognizable
command

Use of exclamation points is often unnecessarily dramatic. As in the original
message, the exclamation points imply that the error is inexcusable. They have the
potential to alarm novices and offend experts.

Disastrous
Fatal
Abandoned
Illegal
Invalid
Catastrophic
Terminated
Bad
Aborted
Killed
Failed

Halted
Unrecognized
Cannot accept
Could not execute

The text of the original message is typical of many computer error messages. They
are violent, melodramatic, and hostile. They can be intimidating to novices and
offensive to nontechnical experts. Other words, such as those in the improved
example, express the same meaning using a more benign, less threatening tone.

Unacceptable
Run canceled

Cannot accept
Cannot recognize
Cannot run

In each of the three original messages, the grammatical structure is different while
the grammatical structure of the three improved messages is the same. The
meanings, however, are the same in the two sets of messages. Grammatically
consistent messages are easier to read and understand.

(bottom of
screen)

(in window)
(on top of screen)
(next to error
field)

Place messages where the user's eye is likely to notice them. On screens of a
traditional size, always placing the error message at the bottom of the screen might
be appropriate because the message is always well within the boundaries of the
user's peripheral vision. On larger screens, however, the bottom of the screen could
be outside the boundaries of peripheral vision, depending on where the user’s eye is
focused. In this case, error messages are more noticeable if they appear closer to the
current focus of attention, such as in the current window or next to the field in which
the error occurred.

Sorry Mary, I
can’t accept that
command.

Cannot accept
command

In the original message, addressing the user by name and using a humorous or
conversational tone gives human attributes to a nonhuman entity (the system).
Although a designer might be amused by designing humanlike qualities into a user
interface, the result often deceives, confuses, and misleads the user. It can make a
system seem rather unlike the tool that it is, which can weaken the user's sense of
responsibility for intelligent use of the tool.
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10 Security
Generally, the purpose of an information security is to provide a set of rules, measures, and procedures
that determine the physical, procedural, and logical security controls ensuring confidentiality, integrity,
and availability of the information.
The responsibility of the user’s organization is to define a security policy covering:
•
•
•
•
•

Data sensitivity classification.
User registration.
Privileged access.
Password control and management.
Log-in procedures and time-out procedures.

User interface should comply with requirements derived from:
•
•
•
•
•

EU Directive 95/46/EC (1995).
65 Federal Register 82461-82829 (2000) (codified at 45CFR160-164).
Pub L No. 104-191.
63 Federal Register 43241-43280 (1998) (codified at 45CFR142).
62 Federal Register 13464 (1997) (codified at 21CFR11).

The implementation of the system and the user interface should address:
•
•
•

log in of user, including user authentication and authorization.
tracking of changes to the system configuration made by user.
automatic protection after period of inactivity at the User Interface.

The authentication can base on special access keys, biometry (e.g., fingerprints), or passwords. In case of
using passwords, an automated password management should be implemented where possible (length of
password, periodical change of password, protection against reusing of passwords within 12 months, etc.,
for example).

Part II: Systems Validation, Operation, and Monitoring
11 Overview
Part II of this guideline addresses the design, preparation, documentation, and use-validation plans for
systems used within the clinical laboratory.

11.1 Scope
Sections 11 through 14 address validation plans (design, preparation, documentation, and use).

11.2 Intended Audience
When performing validation of systems, system administrators and supervisory personnel should follow
these guidelines. Vendors of clinical laboratory systems should refer to this document during the
preparation of recommendations for validating new or revised software.
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The vendor is obliged to validate the system according to requirements of the regulatory bodies and
software/system engineering practices. This practically means that the vendor is responsible for ensuring
correct functioning in all specified use-scenarios.
The user of the system is responsible for making sure the system is functioning properly in his or her
environment and use-scenario (assuming that this scenario belongs to the set intended for the system by
the vendor). The user should validate this system according to guidelines supplied by the vendor. Many
systems support user-defined functionality (e.g., macro procedures, custom calculation formulas). If the
user customizes the system, then the validation of the proper function of this user-defined function is the
responsibility of the user.

11.3 Definitionsa
Access point – A function or step in the operation of software that allows the “inputting” of information;
NOTE: An access point can influence the behavior of the system.
Acceptance criteria – A defined set of conditions that must be met to establish the performance of a
system; NOTE: These conditions define the acceptability of the software from the user’s perspective.
Critical point – A step in the operation of software that is essential to the quality of the function or task;
NOTE: A critical point can influence the behavior of the system’s user or be a system-performed
calculation, interpretation, or algorithm.
Significant change – A change that affects the quality or accuracy of the system.
Test case – Description of a program, function, requirement, or condition being tested, the data to be
entered, and the outcome expected.
User – The facility or person using the system.
Validation – Confirmation through the provision of objective evidence, that the requirements for a
specific intended use or application have been fulfilled (ISO 9000:2000 [3.8.5]).
Vendor – The hardware/software firm or personnel responsible for development, installation, training, or
maintenance of the product or service.

11.4 Resource Requirements
Determining the resource requirements for a validation effort is a difficult but necessary task. Because all
systems and laboratories differ, each validation plan is unique.
To assess resource requirements in the laboratory, record and track the resources used in a small part of a
larger validation plan, or in a small project. Keep track of the time and personnel needed to write and run
the test cases. Use this information for future validation planning.

12 Planning
To ensure thorough inspection of software and that acceptable criteria are met, a plan that details the
process of validating and accepting software used in the clinical laboratory is required. To establish a plan
for the validation process, the following procedures and documents are recommended.
a

Some of these definitions are found in NCCLS document NRSCL8—Terminology and Definitions for Use in NCCLS
Documents. For complete definitions and detailed source information, please refer to the most current edition of that document.
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12.1 Project Management
Identify all internal and external resources that are required to complete the user validation project,
including preparation, implementation, and follow-up. Specify all personnel and material resources, as
well as timelines for project tasks in the plan. Clearly define the responsibilities and authority of
personnel involved in the validation project. If appropriate, include a project budget.
12.1.1 Personnel
Depending on the size and nature of the different functions and responsibilities that exist within any
validation project, personnel resources will vary. In practice, one or more of these responsibilities may
reside with a single person.
12.1.1.1 Project Manager
The project manager is the person responsible for specifying and managing project resources. This
includes ensuring that budgets and timelines are met and reporting progress to senior management.
12.1.1.2 Vendor Liaison
The vendor liaison is the person who represents the vendor or supplier of the system undergoing
validation. This person’s responsibilities include the resolution of problems and discrepancies identified
during the validation process. In some situations, the validation requires participation of more vendors
(e.g., interface of Lab Automation System to Lab Information System). The good practice is to involve all
participating vendors in the entire process in order to avoid potential misunderstandings and “fingerpointing.”
12.1.1.3 User Representative
The user representative is the person responsible for “signing off” on the final results of the user
validation process and, ultimately, for determining the acceptance or disapproval of a system.
12.1.1.4 User(s)
The user(s) is the person (or persons) responsible for specifying the acceptance criteria and for
implementing the User Validation Plan.
12.1.2 Materials/Resources
Specify the materials/resources that are required for implementation of the test plan. These may include
but are not limited to:
•

Test systems and equipment.

•

Facility resources (space, utilities, direct and indirect [e.g., via Internet] interfaces among involved
systems).

•

Usage costs.

•

Consumable supplies (paper, printer ribbon, storage media, and clinical supplies).
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12.1.3 Timeline
Prepare a timeline by describing the individual tasks associated with the user-validation project, their
projected resource requirements, and required or projected completion times. The level of detail used
depends on the scope and complexity of the project. To ensure that time and budgetary goals are met,
monitor and update the timeline during the project.

12.2 Assess How the Project Will Affect the Operation of the Institution
During the planning phase, assess how the user validation project will affect the operation of the
institution. Potential items to consider include:
•

The effect of diverting personnel and material resources to the validation project.

•

If a “live” environment (i.e., the system in operation) is used during validation, the steps that are
necessary to ensure safe, continued, routine operations.

•

The effect on the institution if project goals (budget, timeline) are not met.

•

The effect on the institution if the system is ultimately not accepted.

12.3 Specifications and Documentation
Specifications and documentation that describe the requirements for software, its major features, and an
overall configuration scheme provide a baseline set of information about the intended performance of the
software. Use additional information, as supplied by the vendor, to expand the performance definition
whenever possible. See Appendix A.
12.3.1

“Request For” Proposal

Typically, an institution develops a “Request for” proposal, which is a set of written requirements for any
major capital purchase. "Request for" proposal is used to define specific software requirements for the
clinical laboratory and it is delivered to the vendor. To establish the opening criteria for the performance
of a system, those responsible for purchasing software should adhere to this policy. The “Request for”
proposal may include but is not limited to the following components:
•

Major features and functions.

•

Cost.

•

Service and upgrade terms and policies.

•

Hardware requirements.

•

Performance characteristics, including database access and screen refresh times, and database size
(e.g., number of samples).

•

Compatibility with other institutional software systems (i.e., hospital information system [HIS],
laboratory information system [LIS]).

•

Data interchange formats supported (e.g., third party application, ASTM, and Health Level 7 [HL7]
standards).
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12.3.2 Vendor-Supplied Documentation
Product brochures, advertising, and all types of material provided by vendors of computer software are
permissible as documentation for the validation plan. These documents, along with any other performance
and feature information, provide the basis for vendor-supplied documentation.
12.3.3 Vendor Specifications
Manufacturers of computer software should document their products in such a way that purchasers can
easily adopt a strategy to incorporate their products into the laboratory. Ideally, facility requirements
include the same components called for in the request for proposal. Additional documentation may
include:
•

Operational and environmental specifications.

•

Labeling produced as operators' and/or users' manuals. Most operators' manuals include a section on
“system specifications,” which is helpful in developing a validation plan.

•

Diagrams, process flow charts from installation procedures, and other descriptions that provide
information about the interaction of modules, features, and functions.

•

Training documentation in the form of “help” functions, tutorials, and manuals.

12.3.4 Operator’s Manual
The operator's manual contains most specification information about a product, including process flow
charts and feature descriptions. It is possible to derive system access points and a general testing strategy
from the specification information in the operator's manual.
12.3.5 Configuration
Assess the installed system configuration to determine an overall testing and validation plan:
(1) Determine specific features and options that are enabled/disabled.
(2) To specify an overall hardware configuration diagram, lay out the number of processors, printers,
terminals, external interfaces (HIS, LIS) and other peripherals.
12.3.6 Communication Interface Specifications
Communication interface specifications identify the type of information that can be exchanged between
systems. The specification should not only include the description of the communication protocol (i.e.,
format of the data), but also the semantics (i.e., the meaning of data elements, e.g., coding of flags with
their interpretation). If the plan is to integrate systems within the laboratory environment, this information
is critical in planning for the validation of this access point.

13 Testing
Testing to certify the performance of a system is the key component of the validation plan. Software
testing is designed to test the features and applications of a system both functionally and structurally.
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13.1 Strategy
The overall testing strategy is defined by the level of documentation supporting the software and the
needs of the laboratory. Often, software installation takes more time than anticipated and the need to
make the system operational becomes urgent. Regardless of the pressure on the laboratory to get the
system “up and running,” it is important that a testing strategy involve the amount of testing necessary to
determine the overall performance of the system. Measure this performance against the requirements set
forth before purchasing the system, as well as the individual needs of the laboratory.
Determining the extent of testing of a module or function is dependent on the risk associated with failure.
The greater the harm associated with the failure, the more extensive the testing. Functions such as an
interpretation of a result may be tested using all options available while a calculation will be suitably
tested using carefully selected results to include boundaries and special cases. Quality assessment tools
such as Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA) may be useful in assessing the points of failure and the
impact of the failures. The amount of testing should be related to the potential for a serious failure.14

13.2 Approach (Component vs. System)
Validation of a system focuses on testing from a workflow perspective in conjunction with the routine
processes within the laboratory. Testing may include normal testing, boundary testing, invalid or special
case testing, as well as parallel testing (running the proposed system in parallel with the existing system
for a specified period of time). Parallel testing may assist in verifying that the new system produces the
same (or better) results than the existing system, but cannot be the sole form of testing as it focuses only
on cases presented during normal test runs.
For further discussion of various approaches to testing, see Steane et al.15

13.3 Environment (Active vs. Static Tests)
In most cases, it is not possible to perform validation on-line with an operational system. To do so would
jeopardize the integrity of other processes that might be affected by an abnormal system. In this case, an
off-line, static test is required with simulated conditions from a test database.
An off-line test affords the opportunity for greater experimentation and better control of the overall
testing process. It is recommended that off-line, static testing be performed as much as possible to
validate the operation of the system.
While static testing allows better control of the testing process, it does not always stress the system to its
breaking point; therefore, a certain amount of dynamic testing is required. Dynamic tests that stress all
functional areas are well worth the time and effort to assure a quality system. Users should understand
that stress testing is more than using large amounts of data, processes, and concurrent users. Stress
testing involves an in-depth analysis of the possible breaking points of the system beforehand and
development of test cases that adequately challenge these areas. For a further discussion of stress testing,
refer to Beizer.16
The dynamic testing can be supported by real-time simulators, allowing a setup of the environment and
conditions comparable to the routine case.

13.4 “Sign-Off” and Approvals
Ensure that all necessary documents and records are signed and dated by the appropriate personnel. For
example, make sure that each test case is signed and dated by the person who executed the test.
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13.5 System Access Points
Because data input and output greatly affect the performance of a system, a recommended testing plan
identifies and interrogates all system access points. Examples of system access points include the
following:
•

The order entry process in a clinical laboratory information system.

•

Bar-code reader input from a hand-held device used in conjunction with a blood bank program.

•

Remote patient report functions invoked from a hospital nursing station.

•

Uploading of patient medication information from the pharmacy application of an LIS.

•

Data entry into a third party application as part of the HIS.

•

Data transfer from one system to another (e.g., patient orders and test results).

13.6 Data Collection Methods
Collect data according to the defined test plan and specific test cases (see Section 13.8). Retain all printed
material (reports, tapes, test case forms, and logs). Retain each test case with all attachments as validation
of the test or indication of the action taken if a “fail condition” is received.
Then archive each test case in accordance with the overall validation plan and with the individual
requirements of the laboratory.

13.7 Acceptance Criteria
As a proof and measure of performance, establish acceptance criteria. Without these criteria, validation
of a software system is a subjective analysis of the information obtained from the validation plan.
Minimally, it is recommended that acceptance criteria challenge the following points:
•

User requirements and the “Request for” proposal were met.

•

The overall validation plan (and all test cases) were passed. Failed cases were explained or otherwise
accepted as noncritical, and potential risks were identified.

13.8 Test Plan
13.8.1 Test Plan Resources
In preparing a test plan, other resources can be used to provide useful information, but they do not replace
the written plan or test cases. Other resources include:
•

Vendor manuals and recommendations.

•

Standards publications (i.e., a list of the standards established by other agencies).
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13.8.2 Test Case Design
Test cases should thoroughly challenge the ability of the system to meet specified user requirements. Test
cases and procedures should be developed based upon laboratory procedures.
(1) Management
Test case design management needs to ensure that:
(a)

A uniform test case format will be used; and

(b)

A system for identification of test cases will be implemented in order to ensure a high level of
version and document control as well as facilitate traceability of the test case to a corresponding
user requirement.

(2) Comprehensiveness
To ensure that testing challenges all aspects of the system which pertain to user requirements, an analysis
should be done to identify all system inputs and outputs as well as process paths. System documentation
should provide most of this information.
(a) Inputs and Outputs. Those access points where data is passed to or from the system. These include,
but are not limited to, keyboards/displays, instrument interfaces, interfaces with networks or external
computers, bar code/card readers, and modems.
(b) Process Paths. These include the range of possible operations that can be performed by the system on
data including decision points or calculations.
Once these have been identified, failure modes and the impact of those failures can be identified.
Conditions to be considered should include operator error, communication errors, and failures induced by
external factors such as power failures. From this information, a list of test cases can be developed.
(3) Testing Methods
Test cases should thoroughly challenge the system's ability to meet user requirements. The following test
methods should be applied:
(a) Boundary Testing. Where there is a range of valid inputs, values should be tested which are within
the range of valid entries, at the limits of the range of valid entries, and beyond the range of valid
entries.
(b) Stress Testing. Where a system has a requirement to perform at a certain level, test cases should be
developed to challenge the system at and beyond those levels.
(c) Input Testing. Testing of data input functions should include valid values, invalid values, null and
zero values, and values of an incorrect data type.
(4) Test Case Content
Each test case should contain the following elements:
(a) the system, module, and/or component being tested.
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(b) the requirement being tested.
(c) a description of the scenario.
(d) dependencies-what other test cases depend on for the successful completion of this test case.
(e) date and time of the test.
(f) the person(s) executing the test case.
(g) number of repetitions.
(h) the test procedure, including an explicit description of the system configuration parameters, input data
and the expected outcome.
(i) required documentation-printout, screen capture, etc.
(j) acceptance criteria.
(k) a place to designate whether the test passed or failed.
(l) next action in the case of both pass and fail.
(5) Regression Testing
Each test case should include a list of dependent test cases that must be repeated in the event that the
current test case fails. These test cases would be repeated once the deficiency is resolved.

13.9 Error Analysis and Handling
Results of the validation protocol and each individual case shall be examined individually. Failed test
cases should be held for review after completion of the first pass of testing, unless the error is obvious and
can be rectified immediately (e.g., printer off-line or other operator induced error). Failed test cases or
unexplained conditions need to be analyzed and determined to be noncritical for the performance of the
system to allow a pass condition. Otherwise, failed test cases may be repeated to confirm the initial
results. It is the responsibility of the user(s) to ascertain what errors comprise a total system failure and to
assess the impact on the go/no-go decision. Data analysis should occur as a group with all participants in
agreement. It is recommended that the vendor participate in this review if possible.

13.10 Evaluation of Results
Having completed the validation protocol, the final step in the validation plan involves an evaluation of
all data and information gathered during the process and a decision about the performance and
acceptability of the software system. To ensure that all conditions are met, discuss all errors,
discrepancies, and unexpected results thoroughly.
13.10.1 Evaluation
Once all validation results are compiled, conduct a roundtable review of the results. Participants in the
roundtable review should include all personnel involved in the validation, as well as the vendor(s). For
historical purposes, retain a report summarizing the findings of the group by the laboratory. In the
evaluation, address the following key areas:
30
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•

Results of the validation protocol and test cases.

•

Discussion of all errors, discrepancies, and unexplained occurrences, as well as actions taken and
conclusions reached.

•

Implications of all errors and discrepancies.

•

Comparison of findings with acceptance criteria.

•

A checklist of required documentation (operator’s manual, service and training documentation)
received.

•

Completion of all ancillary duties (e.g., archival of software).

13.10.2 Final Approval
To complete the evaluation process, it is necessary to obtain affirmation of the validation of the system
and final written approval from all participants. It is important that the vendor participates in this process
and approves the validation of the system. Agreement between the vendor and the user facilitates any
future communication and discussion about possible errors and additional changes to the system.
13.10.3 Go/No-Go Decision
The decision to actually implement the software in the routine operations of the laboratorythe “go/nogo” decisionis independent of the approval process. In some cases, although final approval has already
been granted as a result of the validation process, implementation is delayed because of further expansion
in the laboratory or because of cost. Conversely, a system might be deficient in its ability to meet select
user requirements, but it might also contain additional benefits that outweigh this deficiency.
If, however, the system is not installed as a routine operation available throughout the laboratory, all of
the features should be eliminated from the system. Each module or program should be removed from
working directories or secured from user access.

14 Operation and Monitoring
14.1 Security
Implement security procedures, consistent with the sensitivity of the data, that limit access to the system.
To ensure the confidentiality of information contained within the system and to protect the system from
unauthorized use, controlled access is necessary. Data to be controlled includes directories, files, archive
disks, or tapes and any other media containing sensitive information. The end user should verify the
security provided by the vendor functions properly in the end user’s environment.
The means of the data transfer, e.g., e-mail, web-access, etc., should be covered by the security measures
(e.g., encryption, digital signatures) as described in:
•
•
•
•
•

EU Directive. 95/46/EC 1995.
65 Federal Register 82461-82829 (2000) (codified at 45CFR160-164).
Pub L 104-191.
63 Federal Register 43241-43280 (1998) (codified at 45CFR142).
62 Federal Register 13464 (1997) (codified at 21CFR11).
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14.1.1 Methods for Controlling System Access
Depending on the intended use of the system within the laboratory, provide a method for controlling
access to the system. For example, simple classification/restriction of users according to different levels
of access is one possible method of controlling access. Implementation of the use of passwords is another
alternative.
14.1.2 Surveillance/Audit Trails
The user should verify the implementation of security by vendor in accordance to his institutional
requirements. Audit trails are required for some transactions such as electronic signatures.b

14.2 Records
14.2.1 Standard Operating Procedures
Make standard operating procedures (SOPs) available for all of the procedures performed during the
installation, operation, and maintenance of a system. The procedures required include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Validation procedures.
Normal operations.
Routine data maintenance procedures.
Disaster plans.
Security procedures.
Training procedures.
Change control.
Archiving and restoration of purged records.
Compliance audits.

Have SOPs approved by a person or persons with knowledge of the system and vendor recommendations.
Maintain the procedures according to the policies established for other laboratory policies and procedures.
Refer to NCCLS document GP2—Clinical Laboratory Technical Procedure Manuals.
Use a standard format. Define the retention period and make it consistent with other laboratory record
storage requirements.
14.2.2 Software Validation Records
Maintain software validation records in accordance with the overall validation plan. It is recommended
that records contain the following information:
•

Acceptance criteria and user requirements.

•

A validation protocol.

•

Individual test cases with appropriate attachments as part of the overall validation plan.

•

Logs indicating notes from testing (if not part of individual test cases).

b

In the U.S., refer to Title 21 Code of Federal Regulations (21CFR11), Section 11.10(k)(2).
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Corrective actions taken as a result of failed tests or unexplained occurrences.

•

Analysis and review of results.

•

Final decision (“go/no-go”) and approvals.

•

Description of change-control and audit procedures to be followed.

•

Certification by vendor of installation process.

•

Affirmation that an archived copy of installed software is available.

GP19-A2

14.2.3 Document Retention
Retain procedure manuals for at least five years after revision.
Maintain validation documentation for the system in use throughout the life of the instrument.
Maintain documentation of changes in the operating parameters of the system for the length of time a
version of the system is in use.
Maintain documentation of changes in test data for the length of time test data are retained.
14.2.4 Maintenance
User testing should be repeated whenever an event or modification has occurred which may impact the
operation of the system. These may include but are not limited to:
•

Installation of a hardware or software upgrade.

•

Preventive maintenance of hardware or software.

•

Repair of a hardware or software defect.

•

A change or repair to an external instrument or system which is interfaced to the system.

The scope of the retesting is dependent upon the system components affected and the risk involved due to
the occurrence. The number and nature of the test cases to be repeated should be determined based on
recommendations of the vendor and/or service organization, as well as a thorough internal assessment of
the situation and its potential impact on the system's meeting user requirements.

14.3 “Change Requests”
Modifications to a system require control in a well-defined manner. Both the vendor and the user bear the
responsibilities involved in the modifications; ideally, they are agreed upon at the time of installation.
Typically, a “change request” is initiated when the user requires a new feature or functionality in the
system, perhaps to maintain compliance with changing regulatory requirements. Periodically, changes
are mandated because of an error or “bug” in the system.
A recommended procedure for change-control includes the following responsibilities, which have
implications for both the user and vendor:
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14.3.1 User Responsibilities
(1) Before the action, assess “need vs. want” and the potential effect on all areas of the laboratory.
Confirm receipt of all of the necessary approvals.
(2) Compile written requests that encompass the following areas: description of modification(s) to the
system, any screen modifications; effect on the file system and other functions; proposed output; and
hardware modifications (if any).
(3) Create an installation plan that addresses the conversion of affected data and tables, timing, and the
definition of the validation protocols. Keep records of all requests sent to manufacturers.
(4) Create proposed secondary training and instruction plans and address their impact (if necessary).
(5) Notification to all internal and external (peripheral) users of the intended change. An approximate
schedule for instituting the change and a brief description including benefits ought to be provided.
14.3.2 Vendor Responsibilities
(1) Accept each request from the user.
(2) Process each request according to in-house SOP for “change requests.”
(3) Notify the user of the implications of and decision about each “change request.”

14.4 Training
Describe the training program related to the use of the software. The training program should include
classification of potential users of the system and the level of training required for each. Depending on the
scope and complexity of the system, and on the number of people who need training, one or more persons
within the laboratory can be designated as trainers. These persons can participate in vendor-supplied
training and, in turn, train the rest of the users in the laboratory. It is the responsibility of the laboratory to
ensure that training is adequate and effective, and to maintain documentation that training has taken place.
The training program should include the following elements:
14.4.1 Initial Training
Initial training is performed when a system is first installed. The training program may include a vendorsupplied part, as well as a laboratory-specific part.
14.4.2 After a Change
After a change, describe the procedure for training that should be completed as a result of modifications
to the original system. In most cases, this will not be as comprehensive as initial training.
14.4.3 New Users
Describe the procedure for training new staff members or users. The plan may dictate that the new user(s)
receive vendor-supplied training or in-house training.
14.4.4 Proficiency
Describe the procedures by which proficiency is to be demonstrated and documented. These procedures
should include the methods for evaluation and they should cover (1) initial competency evaluation, (2)
34
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competency evaluation after a change to the system, (3) routine, periodic competency re-evaluation, and
(4) competency evaluation after retraining as a result of competency deficiencies.
14.4.5 Documentation
Describe the procedures by which training documentation is to be maintained. This includes the
maintenance of vendor-supplied and internally developed training materials, as well as training records.
Minimally, training records should include (1) the name and classification of the user, (2) the date and
type of training, (3) criteria and proof of acceptable performance, and (4) identification/signature of the
trainer or supervisor.

14.5 Audits
Regularly scheduled audits are recommended as an integral component of a laboratory quality assurance
program and as a follow-up to the installation of new or modified software. A quality assurance program
for validation of systems includes documentation that adequately describes an audit process or program
including a schedule for periodic testing and elements to be reviewed. Audit documentation is minimally
defined as:
•

A definition of elements to be tested.

•

Testing plans to validate and ascertain that features within the software perform as planned and
without error.

•

Acceptance criteria that, when compared with the results of a testing/validation plan, show whether
all requirements were met and identify actions to be taken if these requirements were not met.

All laboratories are urged to implement an audit policy that routinely validates the performance of their
systems in the laboratory according to the guidelines listed above.
For additional information about audit practices, see Steane et al.15
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Appendix A. Format of a Software Specification Document
A1.

Objectives

Describe the intended use for this feature or modification and why it is important to implement the
function as designed.
A2.

General Functions

Include areas to be addressed within the laboratory, as well as a brief discussion about proposed features
(e.g., order entry, bar-code generation, specimen identification, communications, word processing).
A3.

Specific Requirements

Include details about areas that require particular attention (i.e., screen layouts, designs, [see Section A5,
“Attachments”], hardware, operating system, data interchange formats, file system, communication
standards/protocols, compatibility, and performance [timing and response]).
A4.

Schedule

For receipt of validation completion, and targeted installation, propose dates with flexible ranges.
A5.

Attachments

Attachments include screens, desired outputs, listings, or other information that indicates a desired look,
report, or result.
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Appendix B. Data Entry Validation Form
TEST NUMBER:

DATE:

DATE ENTERED:

Patient identification:

Unit identification:

Processes performed:

Testing performed by:
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Appendix C. Sample Test Case Report Format
Prepared by:

Date:

Description of function to be tested:

Program/module/environment:

Critical points:
Warnings:
Overrides:

Access points:

Instructions for testing:

Number of repetitions:
Documentation methods:

Acceptance criteria:
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Appendix C. (Continued)
Test plan approved by:

Date:

Result of Testing:

Testing by:

Date(s):

Location of documentation:

Unexpected outcomes:

Criteria met

Criteria not met

Corrective actions:

Retest results:

Final approval for implementation:

Approved by:
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Appendix D. Sample Test Case #1 – Expired Crossmatch
Test Number:
Change:

Correct dispense date and time.

Problem:

Multiple expired cross-matched units were dispensed in the same conversation, or
multiple outdated products were dispensed in the same conversation. The specimen date
was recorded as the dispense date/time.

Test environment:

Testing to be performed in the certification environment.

Critical Points:
1.

Patient/unit identification

2.

Dispense date/time

Access Points:
Barcode and manual keyboard entry of data
Instructions for Testing:
1.

Dispense 3 units with expired cross-matches in the same conversation.

2.

Dispense 3 units that were outdated at the time of dispense.

3.

Determine dispense date/time.

Patient

Units

Outdate of Unit

Dispense Date/Time

Documentation Method:
Grid of data input elements and print screens of output.
Acceptance Criteria:
1.

Correct patient identification tracking.

2.

Correct dispense date/time.

3.

No changes in dispense or routine units.

Approved by:
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Appendix D. (Continued)
Testing Results:
Acceptable

Not acceptable

Reason

Location of Documentation:
Box 34 B
Unexpected outcomes:

Criteria met

Criteria not met

Corrective actions:

Reviewed by:
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Appendix E. Sample Test Case #2 - ABO/Rh Compatibility Table Review
Purpose:
Review the table to determine that the correct decision to allow, warn, or block activity has/will
occur for each patient ABO/Rh type matched with each red blood cell or whole blood component.
Environment: Production
Critical Points:
Warn when Rh incompatible units are issued, allow dispense.
Block issue of ABO incompatible units, no override capability.
Access points: Computer printout of table structure
Instructions for Testing:
1.

Print out the table (group/type compare).

2.

Review the table parameters for allow, warn, or block (fields X, Y, Z).

3.

Identify any incorrect or questionable entries by circling them on the report.

Number of repetitions: One - review of table structure.
Documentation Method:
Grid of data input elements and print screens of output.
Acceptance Criteria:
Whole blood may be issued only to a patient of that type.
RBC
Component
O neg
O pos
A neg
A pos

Compatible
Allowed
UKN, All
All pos
All AB, A
AB & A Pos

Allowed
With Warning

Blocked
With Warning

UKN, all neg
A neg, AB neg

All B, O
All B, O

ETC.
Testing performed by:

Date:

Location of documentation:
Box 6C
Testing Results:
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Appendix E. (Continued)
Unexpected outcomes:

Criteria met

Criteria not met

Retested by:

Date:

Results:
Conclusion:

Acceptable

Final Review by:
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Appendix F. Sample Test Case #3 – ABO/Rh Compatibility Test
Purpose:
Determine if AB Pos red blood cells (RCAS), when dispensed to patients of all other ABO/Rh
types and a patient without a blood type on file, will result in the correct decision to allow, warn,
or block activity.
Environment: Production
Critical Points:
Warn when Rh incompatible units are issued, allow dispense
Block issue of ABO incompatible units, no override capability.
Access points: Barcode and keyboard manual entry of data
Instructions for testing:
1.

Order a cross-match for nine patients, one of each type and for the patient without a type
on file.

2.

Call the cross-match program.

3.

Enter the accession number for the first patient.

4.

Read the unit barcode, M12345 (AB pos RCAS), from the unit sheet.

5.

Record the result: match allowed, warning given, or match blocked.

Number of tests to be performed:
One per patient/AB Rh combination because all combinations are tested. This function is
dependent on the table settings for each product and all combinations are being tested. Note:
This test should be repeated for EACH ABO/Rh type of whole blood or red blood cell
component.
Documentation Method:
Grid of data input elements and print screens of output.
Acceptance Criteria:
Match allowed for AB pos patient.
Warning given when unit assigned to AB neg.
Match blocked for all other patient types and untyped patient.
Testing performed by:

Date:

Location of Documentation:
Box 45C
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Testing results:
Patient Type

Accession

O pos
O neg
A pos
A neg
B pos
B neg
AB pos
AB neg
Untyped

Conclusion:
Reason

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Acceptable

Allowed

Warn

Blocked

N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y

Not Acceptable

Unexpected Outcomes:
Corrective action:
Retested by:

Date:

Result:
Conclusion:
Reason

Acceptable

Not Acceptable

Final review by:

Date:

Conclusion:
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Appendix G. Sample Test Case #4 – Patient’s Historical Blood Type
Purpose:
Establish confidence that the patient's ABO and Rh type on file are the same as the conclusions of
the typing results.
Environment: Production
Critical Points:
Blood Types of historical file and typing result conclusions match.
Access points: Historical file and patient result files
Instructions for Testing:
1.

Run the program to compare historical blood type with blood type conclusion in the
computer of individual typing tests.

2.

Review printout of cases where blood types are discrepant.

Number of tests to be performed:
All results from 2/14/98 to 2/15/02 (comparison of over 10,000 results).
Acceptance Criteria:
All discrepancies explained. Acceptable reagents for discrepancies include bone marrow
transplant, newborn type, massive transfusion, mislabeled specimen previously submitted, and
insurance fraud.
Testing performed by:

Date:

Testing results:
Location of Documentation
Box 3D
Conclusion:
Reason

Acceptable

Not Acceptable

Unexpected Outcomes:
Corrective action:
Retested by:

Date:

Results:
Conclusion:
Reason
Final review by:

Acceptable

Not Acceptable

Date:

Conclusion:
50
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Appendix H. Hospital Information System (HIS) Interface Validation
Purpose:
To validate that laboratory results are transmitted and reported accurately, check the interface
between the laboratory information and the hospital information systems periodically.
General Information:
This procedure describes what results to review, as well as how and where to document the
information. Results from tests performed the previous day on three patients are compared in the
laboratory database with those in the hospital systems. In addition, “stress” results are entered on
a quality assurance patient to validate that the unusual types of data are being transmitted.
Validation is performed quarterly and after installation of software for the interfaces, for example,
MNOBxxxx or HLxxxM.
Environment: Certification
Critical Points:
Data is transmitted as expected.
Access points:
Data transmitted from LIS to HIS
Instructions for Testing
1.

Validated clinical laboratory information system results from previous day are
transmitted to hospital information systems.
Print cumulative summary and database reports, including pending, canceled, and
verified tests from KDS on one patient from each of the following locations:
a. 4A
b. 4D
c. MED
Select patients with blood bank, microbiology, chemistry, and hematology tests.

Documentation Method:
a.
Compare the results from cumulative summary and database query with those on
the hospital systems.
b.

If results are identical in the other systems, record “OK” or place a check mark in
the appropriate box on the HIS Interface Quality Assurance Documentation form.
Save the printout in the current month's completed Users' Services file.

c.

If the results are not acceptable in the other systems, record “No” on the HIS
Interface Quality Assurance Documentation Form, troubleshoot the problem, and
notify LIS supervisors for quality assurance review and resolution. Record
action taken on the back of the form.
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APPROVED BY:

REVIEWED BY:

DATE:

APPROVED DATE:
EFFECTIVE:

REVIEWED BY:

DATE:

REVIEWED BY:

DATE:

2.

THRU:

Enter “stress” results in database on a Quality Assurance patient (00000034) and validate
that they are being transmitted to hospital systems.
a.

Use “Order Entry” to order the test on patient 00000034, specifying “N” to the
question “Collected?”

b.

Check the hospital systems to validate that the status is as follows:
H1-Pending
H2-Ordered
Record “OK” or place a check mark in the appropriate box on the HIS Interface
Quality Assurance Documentation Form if the status is correct. If not, record
“No” and the action taken on the back of the form.

c.

Use “Specimen Receipt by Specimen” to receive the specimen.

d.

Check the hospital systems to validate that the status is as follows:
H1-Pending
H2-In Lab
Record “OK” or place a check mark in the appropriate box on the HIS Interface
Quality Assurance Documentation Form if the status is correct. If not, record
“No” and the action taken on the back of the form.

e.

Add the test to worksheet (routine urinalysis master).

f.

Enter preliminary results and verify the following results:

g.

1.

PH - 9.5 (Normal range = 4.5-8.0)

2.

BILI = POS (Normal = NEG)

3.

Enter a total of 34 lines of comments at the sequence and test levels.

Check the hospital systems to validate the status is as follows:
H1-Result + comment “Prelim.”
H2-Result + a “P.”
H3-Comment indicating that the test is Preliminary.
Record “OK” or place a check mark in the appropriate box on the HIS Quality
Assurance Documentation Form if the status is acceptable. If not, record “No”
and the action taken on the back of the form.
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Appendix H. (Continued)
h.

Enter final results and verify the results.

i.

Print a cumulative summary report on the quality assurance patient.

j.

Review the test results from the quality assurance patient on hospital systems.

k.

If results are identical in the other systems, record “OK” or place a check mark in
the appropriate box on the HIS Quality Assurance Documentation Form. If not,
record “No” and the action taken on the back of the form.

l.

If any test or result is not acceptable in the other systems, troubleshoot the
problem and notify the LIS supervisors for quality assurance review and
resolution.

m.

Use “Test Delete with Results” to delete a test.

n.

Check the hospital systems to validate that the status is as follows:
H1-Canceled
H2-Canceled
H3-Canceled
Record “OK” or place a check mark in the appropriate box on the HIS Quality
Assurance Documentation Form if the status is acceptable. If not, record “No”
and the action taken on the back of the form.

3.

Validate that results are transmitted to hospital systems.
Pathology, Special Hematology, and Cytology Departments.)
a.

(This includes Surgical

Print one example of a Surgical Pathology, Special Hematology, and Cytology
database report from patients at each of the following locations:
1. 4A
2. 4D

4.

b.

Compare the results from KDS with those on the hospital information systems.

c.

If results are identical in the other systems, record “OK” or place a check mark in
the appropriate box on the HIS Interface Quality Assurance Documentation
Form. If not, record “No” and the action taken on the back of the form.

d.

If the status or results are not acceptable in the other systems, troubleshoot the
problem and notify LIS supervisors for quality assurance review and resolution.

Staple all database printouts to the HIS Interface Quality Assurance Documentation Form
and save them in the current month's completed Users’ Services file.
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H1

©©

Acceptable*

H2
Initials/Date

Acceptable*

H3
Initials/Date

Acceptable*

Initials/Date

*

Acceptable: Record “OK” or place a check mark in the box if the test appears acceptable in the appropriate system. If not, record “No,” and record
the action taken on the back of the form.
Abbreviations:
Num = Numeric.
Relt = Result.
Grm Stn = Gram stain.
BB Unit Avail = Blood bank unit cross-matched/set-up.
BB Usage = Blood bank units transfused.

Sur Path = Surgical pathology.
Cytol = Cytology.
QA Pat = Quality assurance patient.
Rec'd = Received.
Prelim = Preliminary.
Com't = Comment.

NCCLS

An
AnNCCLS
NCCLSglobal
globalconsensus
consensusguideline.
guideline. NCCLS.
NCCLS. All
Allrights
rightsreserved
reserved.

Three
Patients
Numeric
ASCII
Comment
Pending Relt
Cancel Relt
Grm Stn Relt
Culture Relt
Sensitivity
BB Unit Avail
BB Usage
Sur Path Relt
Home Relt
Cytol Relt
QA PAT
Order
Rec’d
Prelim ASCII
Prelim Num
Prelim Com’t
Final ASCII
Final Num
Final Com’t
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Acceptance Criteria:
No discrepancies found.
Testing results:
Location of Documentation
Box 3D
Conclusion:
Reason

Acceptable

Not Acceptable

Unexpected Outcomes:
Corrective action:
Retested by:

Date:

Results:
Conclusion:
Reason
Final review by:
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Appendix J. Worksheet Calculations Validation
Purpose:
The laboratory-accrediting agency requires that calculations performed by the laboratory
information system on worksheets be validated periodically.
General Information:
Make validation of the information system’s calculations coincide with the annual review of
procedures. The supervisor of each laboratory area is responsible for completing the validation
for worksheets in their area.
Environment: Production
Critical Points: Calculations are performed as programmed.
Access points: Review of actual data entered and manual calculations vs. computer calculations.
Instructions for Testing:
1.

Print the worksheet definition for each worksheet containing a calculation.

2.

Print a sequence from each worksheet containing a calculation.

3.

On the worksheet definition, record near the calculation section the value(s) for each item
used in a calculation and perform the calculation.

4.

Record the results of manual calculations on the worksheet definition near the calculation
section.

5.

If the manual and computer results are identical, indicate that the calculations are
acceptable, and sign and date the form.

6.

If results are not acceptable, investigate the problem and record the action taken.

7.

Send all documentation to LIS and Users’ Services.

Number of Repetitions:
Once for each calculation made by the computer system.
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Documentation Method:
Complete worksheet and grid for each test.
Test Name

Manual Calculation

Computer Results

Acceptable
Y or N

Acceptance Criteria
Manual and automated calculations agree.
Testing results:
Location of Documentation
Box 3D
Conclusion:

Acceptable

Not Acceptable

Reason

Unexpected Outcomes:
Corrective action:
Retested by:

Date:

Results:
Conclusion:

Acceptable

Not Acceptable

Reason

Final review by:
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Appendix K. Example of Validation of Worksheet Calculations
WORKSHEET OCBCPD

RUN #

1 STKS WORKSHEET

1

V76.9

12/17/92
SCREEN-NEOPLASM NOS

1496018

DIAG:
J

042 M

12/17/92 07:30
Add
ODFA:
NE
LY
NO
ED
BA
REF RNG
NEUT
LYMPH

2

ODFA
raw%
61.2
24.6
12.0
1.1
1.1

WBC
raw# report%
4.3
61.2
1.8
24.6
.9
12.0
.1
1.1
.1
1.1

42.0000
20.0000

70.0000
48.0000

1503847

Diag:

V42.1

pr/et
7.2
report#
4.3
1.8
0.9
0.1
0.1

prior et
RBC
HGB
HCT
MCV
MCH
MCHC
RDW
PLT
MPV

5.15
14.9
44.5
86
29.0
33.6
12.8

244
8.2

HEART TRANSPLANT STATUS

C

O48 F

12/17/92 07:01
Add
ODFA:
NE
LY
NO
ED
BA
REF RNG
NEUT
LYMPH

58

ODFA
raw%
64.7
9.2
3.9
.2
2.0

WBC
raw# report%
8.5
******
.9
******
.4
******
.0
******
.2
******

42.0000
20.0000

70.0000
48.0000

pr/et
10.0
report#
******
******
******
******
******

prior et
RBC
HGB
HCT
MCV
MCH
MCHC
RDW
PLT
MPV

3.83
13.3
39.2
102*
34.7*
33.9
27.2*

174
8.3
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3

1503904

Diag:

V42.1

HEART TRANSPLANT STATUS
O20 M

12/17/92 07:03
Add
ODFA:

ODFA
NE
LY
NO
ED
BA

REF RNG
NEUT
LYMPH

WBC

raw%
88.8
4.6
5.2
.4
.0

raw#
11.4
.6
.9
.1
.0
42.0000
20.0000

report%
******
******
******
******
******

pr/et
10.0

prior et
RBC 2.95*

report#
******
******
******
******
******

HGB
HCT
MCV
MCH
MCHC
RDW

9.4*
21.1*
92
31.7
34.6
29.5*

PLT
MPV

185
7.1

70.0000
48.0000
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WORKSHEET DEFINITION REPORT

DATE 12/15/92

WORKSHEET ID: OCHCPD
Status: C

TIME 9:41

PAGE: 1

NAME: STMB WORKSHEET

PARAMETERS
Run Size:
Page Length:
Sort Order:
Reset:
Priority:
Applying Rules:

800
60
N
Y
N
N

Delta Warning: Y

Default Status: F

Page Header ID:
OCBCPD
Worksheet Location
Facility:
DM
Lab:
OP
Lab Section:
OPD
Work Station:
RESERVE LIST
Sequence #

Format

SCREEN #1

Known Type

Known ID

TEMPLATE #9

Add
ODFA:

pr/et
WBC
raw%

raw#

NE
LY
NO
ED
BA

report%
******
******
******
******
******

report#
******
******
******
******
******

REF RNG
NEUT
LYMPH
LINE
#
2
2
2
4
4
4
4

60

prior et
RBC
HGB
HCT
MCV
MCH
MCHC
RDW
PLT
MPV

ITEM
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

ITEM DESCRIPTION
SEQ#
SPEC#
DIAG
NAME
PT#
AGE
SEX
COLL
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WORKSHEET DEFINITION REPORT DATE 12/15/92 TIME 9:41

PAGE: 2

6
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
14

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

REQ-COM
PRIORET
PRIOR
ET
PRIOR
CT

PRIORET
PRIOR
ET

PRIORET
PRIOR
CT

PRIORET
PRIOR
ET

PRIORET
PRIOR
ET

PRIORET

UM OP ODFA

B

OPSTD

UM OP OW
UM OP OW
UM OP OR
UM OP OR
UM OP OR
UM OP OH
UM OP OH
UM OP OH

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

OPSI
OPSI
OPSI
OPSI
OPSI
OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSTD

UM OP
10
UM OP
10
UM OP ODFA
UM OP OHT
UM OP OHT
UM OP OHT

B
B
B
B
B
B

OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSTD

ONEU Y
ON AB Y
ONEU

UM OP
10
UM OP
10
UM OP ODFA
UM OP OMCV
UM OP OMCV
UM OP OMCV

B
B
B
B
B
B

OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSI
OPSI
OPSI

OLYMPH Y
OL ABS Y
OLYMPH

UM OP
10
UM OP
10
UM OP ODFA
UM OP OMCH
UM OP OMCH
UM OP OMCH

B
B
B
B
B
B

OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSI
OPSI
OPSI

OMONO Y
OMAB Y
OMONO Y

UP OP
10
UM OP
10
UM OP ODFA
UM OP OMCHC
UM OP OMCHC
UM OP OMCHC

B
B
B
B
B
B

OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSTD

OEOS
OEAB
OEOS

UM OP
10
UM OP
10
UM OP ODFA
UM OP ORDW

B
B
B
B

OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSTD

OBAS Y
OBAB Y
OBAS
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WORKSHEET DEFINITION REPORT DATE 12/15/92 TIME 9:41

PAGE: 3

14
14
14
14
16
16
16
16
16
17
17
17
17
17

OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSI
OPSI
OPSI
OPSTD
OPSTD
OPSI
OPSI
OPSI

57
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

PRIOR
PRIOR
CT
NORM-LOW
NORM-HIGH
PRIOR
ET
NORM-LOW
NORM-HIGH
PRIOR
ET

UM OP ORDW
UM OP ORDW
UM OP ORDW
UM OP ORDW
UM OP ODFA
UM OP ODFA
UM OP OPLT
UM OP OPLT
UM OP OPLT
UM OP ODFA
UM OP ODFA
UM OP OMPV
UM OP OMPV
UM OP OMPV

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

ONEU
ONEU

OLYMPH
OLYMPH

Equation for Item # 21 =
(K1*F19)
1 x 61.2 = 61.2
Equation for Item # 22 =
(K1*F20)
1 x 4.3 = 4.3
Equation for Item # 29 =
(K1*F27)
1 x 24.6 = 24.6
Equation for Item # 30 =
(K1*F28)
1 x 1.8 = 1.8
Equation for Item # 37 =
(K1*F35)
1 x 12.0 = 12.0
Equation for Item # 38 =
(K1*F36)
1 x 0.9 =
Equation for Item # 45 =
(K1*F43)
1 x 1.1 = 1.1
Equation for Item # 46 =
(K1*F44)
1 x 0.1 = 0.1
Equation for Item # 53 =
(K1*F51)
1 x 1.1 = 1.1
Equation for Item # 54 =
(K1*F52)
1 x 0.1 = 0.1
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Initialize Alanine Aminotransferase (ALT) Transfer on ALT Batch Processor
Purpose:
This test plan is intended to ensure that ALT controls are received and recorded by the laboratory
computer but not evaluated for validity; that the maximum number of samples between controls is set at
58; and that a batch transferred to the laboratory information system contains no more than five control
sets.
Program: ALT control transfer in certification environment
Critical Points:
Data transfer is without error.
Access points: Transfer of data from instrument to laboratory computer systems.
Number of repetitions:
Two sets of transfer data
Documentation Method
On test grid
Test name

Number Transferred

Number Received

Test Results OK
Y or N

Instructions for Testing:
A.

Date Setup
1.

Unless otherwise indicated, controls are within ±2 SD of the mean.

2.

Create results for ALT instrument as follows:
a.

Batch with both beginning controls, 58 samples, and both ending controls.

b.

Batch with only both beginning and both ending controls; no donor samples.

c.

Batch with beginning abnormal control, no beginning normal control, samples,
and both ending controls.

d.

Batch with both beginning controls, 59 samples, both ending controls.

e.

Batch with beginning controls, samples, normal followed by abnormal controls,
samples, both ending controls.
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3.

Manually create results for ALT instrument. Enter both beginning controls ±2 SD,
samples and ending controls as listed below:
Controls
Abnormal
Normal
< 2 SD
< 2 SD
> 3 SD
> 3 SD

a.
b.
4.

B.

Batch Interpretation
Valid
Valid

Manually create results for ALT Instrument. Enter all controls within ± 2 SD.
a.

Beginning controls, 56 samples, controls, 58 samples, controls, 58 samples,
controls, 58 samples, and ending controls.

b.

Beginning control, 56 samples, controls, 58 samples, controls, 58 samples,
controls, 58 samples, and ending controls.

Successful Operations
1.

Transfer results from the ALT instrument as follows:
a.

Batch with both beginning controls, 58 samples, and both ending controls.
ALT results are accepted. The report indicates that the batch was
processed and was acceptable. There is no reference to the validity status
of any control.
Initials:

b.

Date:

Batch with only both beginning and both ending controls; no donor samples.
ALT results are accepted. The report indicates that the batch was
processed and was acceptable. There is no reference to the validity
status of any control.
Initials:

c.

Date:

Batch with beginning abnormal control, no beginning normal control, samples,
and both ending controls.
ALT results are not accepted. The report indicates that the batch was not
processed.

d.

64

Error message:

Unexpected Control ID:

Initials:

Date:

Batch with both beginning controls, 59 samples, both ending controls.
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ALT results are not accepted. The report indicates that the batch was not
processed.

e.

Error message:

Control Interval limit (58) exceeded at
sample number nn

Initials:

Date:

Batch with beginning controls, samples, normal followed by abnormal controls,
samples, both ending controls.
ALT results are not accepted. Report indicates that the batch was not
processed.
Error message:

“Unexpected Control ID. Maximum
number of controls exceeded. Batch
invalid.”

Initials:
2.

Transfer results from ALT instrument. Enter both beginning controls as listed below:
Controls
Abnormal

Normal

< 2 SD
> 3 SD

< 2 SD
> 3 SD

a.
b.
3.

Date:

Batch Interpretation
Valid
Valid

Acceptance Criteria:
ALT results are accepted. The report indicates that the batch was processed and
was acceptable. There is no reference to the validity status of any control.
Initials:

4.

Date:

Transfer results from ALT instrument. Enter all controls within ±2 SD.
a.

Beginning controls, 50 samples, controls, 50 samples, controls, 58 samples,
controls, 58 samples, and ending controls.
ALT results are accepted. The report indicates that the batch was processed and
was acceptable. There is no reference to the validity status of any control.
Initials:

b.

Date:

Beginning controls, 56 samples, controls, 58 samples, controls, 58 samples,
controls, 58 samples, controls, 58 samples, and ending controls.
ALT results are accepted. The report indicates that the batch was not processed.
Error message: “Maximum number of controls exceeded. Batch invalid.”
Initials:
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Testing results:
Location of Documentation:

Box 3D

Conclusion: Acceptable

Not Acceptable

Reason

Unexpected Outcomes:
Corrective action:
Retested by:

Date:

Results:
Conclusion: Acceptable

Not Acceptable

Reason

Final review by:
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NCCLS consensus procedures include an appeals process that is described in detail in Section 9 of
the Administrative Procedures. For further information contact the Executive Offices or visit our
website at www.nccls.org.

Summary of Comments and Area Committee Responses
GP19-A:

Laboratory Instruments and Data Management Systems: Design of Software User Interfaces and EndUser Software Systems Validation, Operation, and Monitoring; Approved Guideline

General
1.

GP19-A tries to cover too many kinds of software in too many phases of development and installation. Two
questions can summarize my concerns:
1.
2.

What should apply to development and what to testing of a “finished product”?
What testing should apply to a new element of an instrument and an entire LIS, respectively?

Both of these areas are mentioned in the “Summary of Comments and Subcommittee Responses.” (Numbers 2,
5, 7, 8, for example).
Confusion over what should be applied could result in laboratories encountering enormous costs trying to live
up to unrealistic expectations. For example, the kind of “Worksheet Calculations” shown in Appendix I (now
Appendix K) may be appropriate to testing a new instrument, but if applied to all instruments connected to a
new LIS could greatly inflate the cost of LIS testing without any real benefit. An LIS deals with the digital
result from an instrument, not the transducers and analog elements within the instrument.
•

Additional text has been added to the Introduction of this document to describe the rationale of the area
committee to maintain this document as it is currently structured.
Additional text has also been added to Section 11.2 stating that the vendor will provide a test plan,
including documentation necessary to allow the end user to validate the user’s system, as well as items
required to validate in the end user setting. This plan should include a particular focus on end-userdefined procedures.

2.

I did not see addressed the issue of power on reset. Items to be addressed in this area include: establishing a
safe or nonfaulted state on power-up or loss of power; determining the maximum allowable cycle time when the
machine is reset (i.e., if the cycle time is too long the instrument may not meet the user’s needs); and whether
reset is soft (hot) versus hard (cold).

•

The issue of power on reset should be addressed by the manufacturer and is beyond the scope of this
document.

Section 4.2.2.1
3.

A system should limit short-term memory requirements associated with tasks. It is really the minimization of
judgment associated with tasks. I don’t think that we are dealing with SIMULTANEOUS tasks. We are
referring to repetitive tasks, or duplication of effort within a process. I think that having to re-enter the ID# on
each screen is more the issue. The sample ID is not the patient ID#, so it is necessary to tie the patient ID to the
sample. That becomes a significant working memory task. Along the same lines, if a piece of information is
required that one would have to look up, that should be called up into a specified location of orders previously
placed within two hours.

•

The text has been modified with the addition of the following sentence: “It should not be necessary to
remember the special context of information, for example: The specimen and patient identifiers should
be associated so one identifier can be accessed through the other.”
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Sections 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.2.3
4.

An example would be automatic display of previous results when a test is verified so that the delta check is
active and without technologist intervention. One can also automate the Hb or platelet count display when an
order is accessioned for a cross-match. Similarly, a request for units for a surgical procedure should display the
ICD code and allowed units by the maximum surgical blood order schedule.

•

The text has been modified with the addition of: “An example would be automatic display of previous
results when a test is verified so that the delta check is active and without technologist intervention.”

Section 4.2.2.5
5.

Computers can also be used when decisions are based on rules derived from repeated experience. What tasks
require decision-making ability? The point is to reduce this factor.

•

The area committee agrees with this comment; however, this subject is beyond the scope of this
document. The primary focus of this document is the software user interface within the centralized
laboratory environment.

Section 4.4
6.

Multiattribute retrieval can also be semiautomated through a pattern recognition function using rules. Learning
can be incorporated using Eugene Rypka’s principles of truth table comprehension and is very important for
quality assurance of the data generated.

•

The text and Table 2 have been modified with the addition of: “With increasing capabilities of the
systems the pattern recognition, multiattribute retrieval, and learning tasks can be allocated to the
computer system, but it is still the user's responsibility to validate these tasks.”

7.

As a special requirement the design section could address the option of disabling any unused keyboard
functions, or to put it another way, only enable those key functions that are expected to be operated at any given
time. By disabling keyboard functions one should be able to write fewer error-handling routines.

•

To address the issue regarding keyboard function, the following statement has been added to Section
7.2.1: "Similar principles should be applied to keyboard functions."

Section 9
8.

This discussion is thorough, but somewhat dated. There is insufficient attention to error by an elimination
algorithm.

•

Error elimination is the responsibility of the vendor and is very closely related to the products. The scope
of this document deals with the presentation of errors and user interaction-induced errors.

9.

I did not see any information related to audible and visual alarms—for example, priority, alarm duration, and
alarm loudness. I believe that these would all be appropriate things to be addressed by this guideline.

•

Error recognition has been addressed in Section 9.6.

References
10. In the reference section I suggest the following: update the reference to the IEEE verification and validation
plans to revision year date of 1993; also include as a reference IEEE 1012-1998, Standard for Software
Verification and Validation.
•
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The recommended references have been updated in the document.
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